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Materials for

EARLY HEAD START AND HEAD START
Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework

The materials featured in this catalog are organized by the framework domain they support. The table
of contents below is color-coded to each domain, making it easier to find the materials you need!
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LAKESHORE SAFETY KEY

Some items in our catalog have important safety notices. To find them, just look
for the number keys below, which are located with the product descriptions.

1

 WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

2

 WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or contains a small ball.

3

 WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or contains a marble.

Not for children under 3 yrs.
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Lifetime warranty on furniture, tables & chairs
GREENGUARD® Certified, improving the
quality of indoor air
Built to last, infant/toddler-safe

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

EARLY HEAD START

INFANT/TODDLER
FURNITURE

Furniture Features:

FIRST STEPS FURNITURE
®

AA260 ■ CUBBIES & COATS STORAGE CENTER
Our center lets little ones hang up coats & backpacks all
by themselves! It features storage space for up to 8 kids,
with 8 roomy cubbies on top…plus 8 lockers below, all
with rounded wooden pegs to keep children safe. Durable
hardwood center is 58"w x 13 3⁄4"d x 49"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
799.00

AA107 ■ SIGN-IN COMMUNICATION & CUBBY CENTER
Our cubby center is perfect for sign-ins, communicating with
parents & more! Hardwood unit has an angled tabletop that’s
ideal for a sign-in book or displaying announcements. Plus, the
16 cubbies are great for sending home notes, stowing shoes & more!
26"w x 16 1⁄2"d x 37 3⁄4"h; with locking casters. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
499.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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LIFETIME
WARRANTY

DD638 ■ MANIPULATIVE STORAGE CENTER
Keep manipulatives neatly stored—and within easy reach of
curious toddlers! Our super-stable hardwood center has a
play-top surface that keeps toys from rolling over the edge as
children play, and the edging also helps younger children stand
and take steps. Plus, 4 accessible compartments below make
it easy for little ones to grab and put away their own materials.
40"w x 153⁄4"d x 193⁄4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty. Comes assembled. Bins sold separately. 479.00
BX703X ■ STORAGE BINS - SET OF 3
Our heavy-duty plastic bins provide convenient, easy-access
storage for toys and manipulatives…and they’re sized
just right for our Manipulative Storage Center! 3 bins in
3 colors—all with molded handles for easy carrying; each is
113⁄4" x 141⁄4" x 71⁄2" high.
32.50

AA596 ■ CORNER
STORAGE CENTER
Our space-saving center
instantly transforms any
empty corner into useful
storage space! The sturdy
wooden center features a
modern, curved design
with 2 open shelves that
keep supplies within easy
reach. Plus, the low-level
tabletop has a safe,
rounded
handrail
that
keeps toys contained—so
children can play right on
top! The kid-tough center
measures 22"w x 15 3 ⁄4"d x 19 3 ⁄4"h.
GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. 229.00

4

Big enough to hold
AA692 ■ NO-CLIMB BOOKSTAND
tons of books, but low enough to discourage climbing, our
wooden stand makes it easy for tots to help themselves!
No-tip stand has 4 angled shelves. Plus, it’s just 14" high—so
kids can grab all books safely. 30 1⁄2"w x 15 1⁄2"d x 14"h.
Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
179.00
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AA158 ■ PLAY-TOP STORAGE CENTER
A space-saving storage center that lets tots help themselves
to toys—and play with them on top! Super-stable, low-to-theground unit has 5 roomy compartments that neatly store and
display tons of supplies, plus an easy-grip edging that helps
little ones stand and take steps. The self-contained tabletop
even keeps objects from rolling over the edge! Measures
46"w x 153⁄4"d x 193⁄4"h; hardwood.
GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
529.00

AA893 ■ PLAY-TOP STORAGE CENTER WITH
ACRYLIC BACK
Just like our Play-Top Storage Center
above—but with a clear-view acrylic back that provides complete visibility in the classroom! The sturdy, toddler-height unit
features 5 spacious compartments that offer tons of storage
and display options…plus a tabletop with raised, rounded
edges to keep toys contained as little ones play. Hardwood unit
measures 46"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 19 3⁄4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
549.00

AA895 ■ CURVED STORAGE CENTER WITH
ACRYLIC BACK
Bring a softer, more stylish look to your
classroom with our curved storage center…featuring a smooth,
rounded design and a fully transparent acrylic back that keeps
children in view at all times! The 4 wide compartments hold manipulatives, games and more…at a toddler-friendly height! Hardwood unit measures 46"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 19 3⁄4"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
579.00
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Childproof, locking latches!

AA156 ■ LOCKING SUPPLY CABINET
Keep all your supplies neatly tucked away—and safely out
of children’s reach! Our hardwood locking cabinet has 8 big
cubbies, plus swing-open doors with childproof latches that
are easy for caregivers to open…but prevent tots from getting
in. There’s even room on top to keep books and supplies in
easy reach! Cabinet is 33"w x 18"d x 37"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
629.00

DG509

DG508

HEAVY-DUTY TODDLER CHAIRS
Comfortable, durable—and sized just right
for toddlers! Our natural-looking, stackable
chairs have easy-clean polypropylene
seats with ergonomically contoured backs
for comfort. Extra-sturdy frames are made
of indestructible steel to last through years
of busy use—while the no-scuff nylon tips
keep your floors looking like new! Lifetime
warranty. For help matching chair sizes to
tables, please visit LakeshoreLearning.com.
All chairs come assembled.
DG506 ■ 6" Chair
DG508 ■ 71⁄2" Chair
DG509 ■ 91⁄2" Chair

EARLY HEAD START

DG506

Stackable!

56.99
59.99
69.99

DG586

HEAVY-DUTY ADJUSTABLE TODDLER TABLES
Our heavy-duty adjustable tables combine the timeless appeal
of wood with the rugged durability of laminate! Each table has
toddler-friendly touches like rounded corners and vinyl edging, plus a
thick, 11⁄4" tabletop that wipes clean and resists scratches and stains.
Super-sturdy steel legs adjust to the perfect height—no matter how big
your little ones are—and come with tough nylon tips to protect floors!
Tables adjust from 15" to 24" high. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly.
AA686 ■ 30" x 30" Square Toddler Table
DG584 ■ 30" x 36" Rectangular Toddler Table
DG586 ■ 30" x 48" Rectangular Toddler Table (Shown above left.)
DG588 ■ 30" x 60" Rectangular Toddler Table
AA687 ■ 30" Round Toddler Table (Shown above right.)
DG580 ■ 42" Round Toddler Table
DG582 ■ 48" Round Toddler Table
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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AA687
219.00
239.00
249.00
259.00
219.00
279.00
299.00
www.lakeshorelearning.com
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FIRST STEPS®
CLASSROOM CARPETS
Bring a calming feel to your classroom with
our soft and comfortable carpets—
featuring colors and images inspired by
nature! Rugged, soil-resistant nylon
carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA
253 and the fire-resistance standards
of the Uniform Building Code.
Guaranteed for 10 years.

AA564

AA562

AA562 ■ Round Carpet - 6' (Shown.)
AA563 ■ Round Carpet - 9'
AA564 ■ Rectangular Carpet - 6' x 9' (Shown.)
AA560 ■ Rectangular Carpet - 9' x 12'

269.00
479.00
329.00
549.00

AA807 ■ STORE &
EXPLORE PLAY MAT
This cushiony mat is the
perfect place for playtime,
tummy time, crawling and
more—with built-in storage that
keeps items in reach! The soft
foam pieces connect securely
together with hook & loop fastener…
and can be configured multiple ways to
fit your classroom space. Plus, all
16 pieces are covered in durable, wipeclean vinyl for easy care. The mat is
77 1⁄4"w x 56 3⁄4"d as shown.
899.00

6

CS463 ■
HEAVY-DUTY SAFETY CRIB
A super-safe crib—with heavy-duty
construction that will last for years!
Fixed-side crib features stationary rails,
plus 2 see-through end panels to keep
little ones in view. Made of smooth
hardwood with locking casters and a
3" vinyl-covered mattress. Measures
391⁄8"w x 253⁄4"d x 393⁄4"h. Crib has a
5-year guarantee; hardware has a lifetime
warranty. Assembly req.
399.00
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CS467 ■
HEAVY-DUTY EVACUATION CRIB
All the comfort and convenience of a standard
crib…with added strength for evacuations!
The 39 1⁄ 8"w x 25 3⁄ 4"d x 42"h crib has a
hardwood frame with 4 fixed sides, a solid
steel base, plus tough, 4" casters to quickly
and safely evacuate your nursery. Two
casters even lock for security. With acrylic end
panels and a 3" vinyl-covered mattress. Crib
is guaranteed for 5 years; hardware has a
lifetime warranty. Assembly req.
519.00

Features handy

CS468 ■ EASY-REACH
safety latches!
SAFETY CRIB
It’s never been easier to pick up babies—just
squeeze the latches and fold down the gate!
Plus, the double-locking gate features a safe
hinge that ensures babies and caregivers
never get pinched. Hardwood-frame crib
features 2 clear-view acrylic end panels,
locking casters and a 3" vinyl-covered
mattress. Measures 391⁄8"w x 253⁄4"d x 413⁄4"h.
Crib is guaranteed for 5 years; hardware has a
lifetime warranty. Assembly req.
499.00
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AA490

HH447 ■ STORE-IT-ALL WALL UNIT
Store supplies away from small hands, but within easy reach of
caregivers! Our super-strong birch unit has 8 cubbies and 5 storage
compartments underneath, a dispenser for plastic bags (not
included)—plus a lip around the sides and back so items won’t roll
off! The easy-to-mount unit comes complete with hardware for
hanging. 47 3⁄4"w x 9 1⁄2"d x 25 1⁄ 2"h. GREENGUARD ® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
329.00
AA490 ■ STEP ON UP! TODDLER CHANGING TABLE
Our state-of-the-art table lets tots step right up, so you never have to
lift them! The 431⁄2"w x 241⁄2"d x 38"h hardwood unit has sturdy stairs
that you pull out with your hand or foot and tuck away behind a door.
Stairs glide easily on runners and lock for security. The table also has a
belt, sides that are 6" above the changing surface for maximum safety
and 2 built-in storage shelves behind the cabinet doors. The doors
even have safety latches for added
security! Easy-clean melamine changing
surface; with a wipe-clean vinyl mat and
paper roll. Stairs hold up to 75 pounds.
GREENGUARD ® Certified. Lifetime
warranty. Comes assembled. 1,179.00

EARLY HEAD START

HH447

Stairs slide in & out with your foot…
for easy use & super-safe storage!

AA860 ■ INFANT CHANGER & STORAGE CENTER
Make the most of your care center’s space…with a changing station and
storage center—all in one! Hardwood center has a changing area on top with
a wipe-clean vinyl changing pad, a built-in paper dispenser, an adjustable
belt…plus 6"-high sides for safety. Below, there’s a storage cabinet with
childproof safety latches, 2 doors and 12 big cubbies for supplies!
441⁄4"w x 211⁄2"d x 361⁄2"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty.
Comes assembled. Bins sold separately.
929.00
■
LM122 See-Inside Bins - Set of 12
End the “What’s inside?” guessing game with our See-Inside Bins. The bins
are ideal for storing toys, manipulatives, supplies—you name it! Each plastic
bin measures 16 3⁄4" x 12 1⁄4" x 6".
119.00

AA357 ■ INFANT-TODDLER
9" TRANSITION CHAIR
Our super-stable hardwood
chair has wide, tip-resistant
legs, an adjustable safety belt,
plus smooth edges and
rounded corners for safety.
Seat measures 9 3⁄ 4"w x 9"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Comes
assembled.
119.00

RR840 ■ Easy-Clean
Snap-On Tray
Turn our Transition Chair into a
tot-friendly high chair! Our
221⁄2" plastic tray has a deep lip
to catch spills, and it adjusts for
toddlers of all sizes. Just snap
it onto our chair listed above…
and create a super-secure
highchair! BPA-free.
109.00
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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HH742 ■ EASY-CLIMB STEP STOOL
Now tots can safely step right up to sinks, counters
and more! The 191⁄2"w x 21"d x 30"h hardwood stool
features easy-grip handholds and deep, 10" stairs
with no-skid treads…plus 4 glides on bottom that
elevate the unit above wet floors. Lifetime warranty.
Comes assembled.
299.00
www.lakeshorelearning.com
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LIFETIME
WARRANTY

CONNECTIVE FURNITURE

STRAIGHT PANELS
Available in
two widths and two heights, our
panels feature solid maple frames with
rounded edges, plus see-through
acrylic centers to keep children in
sight. Lifetime warranty. (Connectors
sold separately on page 9.)
DD624 ■ 20" x 221⁄2" Panel
Measures 20" wide and 221⁄2" high.
Requires 221⁄2" connectors. 129.00
DD626 ■ 33" x 221⁄2" Panel
33" wide and 221⁄2" high. Requires
221⁄2" connectors. (Shown.) 159.00
DD625 ■ 20" x 30" Panel
Measures 20" wide and 30" high.
Requires 30" connectors.
149.00
■
DD627 33" x 30" Panel
Measures 33" wide and 30" high.
Requires 30" connectors.
179.00

8
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WAVE PANELS
Our wave panels
let you connect lower pieces of
furniture to higher pieces—for more
design possibilities!
The panels
feature a sturdy maple frame with
rounded edges, plus a clear, wipeclean acrylic center to keep children in
easy view. Lifetime warranty.
DD629 ■ Small Wave Panel
Measures 33" wide and 181⁄2" to 221⁄2"
high. Requires an 181⁄2" connector
and a 221⁄2" connector (sold separately
on page 9).
159.00
DD642 ■ Medium Wave Panel
Measures 33" wide and 181⁄2" to 30"
high. Requires an 181⁄2" connector
and a 30" connector (sold separately
on page 9).
169.00
DD640 ■ Large Wave Panel
Measures 33" wide and 221⁄2" to 30"
high. Requires a 221⁄2" connector and
a 30" connector (sold separately on
page 9). (Shown.)
179.00

SAFETY GATES Our gates feature
a dual-action locking mechanism for
ultimate safety. Simply squeeze the
latch from top and bottom to unlock…
and the gates lock themselves when
you close them! Solid maple and
acrylic gates rotate a full 360° for
convenience. Lifetime warranty. Each
gate requires 30" connectors (sold
separately on page 9).
DD630 ■ Safety Gate
Handy gate is 32" wide x 30" high.
(Shown.)
399.00
DD641 ■ Extra-Wide Safety Gate
Our ADA-compliant gate measures
42" wide x 30" high.
449.00
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Just slide in the pin on each
connector to lock it in place!

Connectors

Wall Adaptors

CONNECTORS Use one connector
to join any two pieces together!
Simply select the connector that
matches the height of the pieces
you’re joining. Lifetime warranty.
DD634 ■ 181⁄2" Connector 22.99
DD635 ■ 221⁄2" Connector 24.99
DD637 ■ 30" Connector
27.99
WALL ADAPTORS
Screw one
adaptor into the wall, then use a
connector to attach a panel or gate to
that wall.
Includes a guide with
hardware recommendations. Lifetime
warranty.
DD631 ■ 221⁄2" Wall Adaptor
Requires
a
221⁄2"
connector
(sold separately above).
29.99
DD632 ■ 30" Wall Adaptor
Requires
a
30"
connector
(sold separately above).
34.99

DD619 ■ PLAY-TOP
CONNECTIVE STORAGE UNIT
WITH ACRYLIC BACK
Sized
just
for
toddlers,
this
multipurpose unit features ample
storage space, a self-contained
playing surface, plus a clear acrylic
back to keep children in view! With
raised, easy-grip edging, the sturdy
hardwood unit prevents toys from
sliding
off
the
tabletop—and
encourages little ones to pull up and
take steps with confidence. For added
functionality, there are even connecting
pegs toward the front and the rear for
attaching connectors in either position.
Measures 46"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 19 3⁄4"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty.
Comes assembled.
Requires 18 1⁄2" connectors (sold
separately at left).
569.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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DD615 ■ PLAY-TOP
CONNECTIVE STORAGE UNIT
Our convenient storage unit has a
low-to-the-ground design and raised
edging around the top—creating a
toddler-height tabletop that keeps
toys contained as children play! Little
ones can even use the easy-grip
edging to practice standing and
cruising. The hardwood storage unit
has connecting pegs toward the front
and back, so you can attach
connectors in either position. Unit
measures 46"w x 153⁄4"d x 193⁄4"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty.
Comes assembled.
Requires 18 1⁄2" connectors (sold
separately at far left).
549.00

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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APPROACHES
TO LEARNING

Sub-Domains:
■
■
■
■

Emotional and Behavioral Self-Regulation
Cognitive Self-Regulation (Executive Functioning)
Initiative and Curiosity
Creativity

Sensory
Spirals
Sensory
Spirals

Sensory Stars
Sensory
Stars

Sensory
Balls
Sensory
Balls

AA241
TODDLER TREEHOUSE HIDEAWAY
Our sturdy birch cube will be every child’s favorite place to relax,
enjoy a good book and more! The durable unit is sized for
1-2 toddlers…and features safe, rounded corners and an inviting
design that provides plenty of privacy—while still keeping tots in
caregivers’ view! Plus, we’ve included a comfy vinyl mat that
pops in and out in a snap—so it’s super-easy to wipe clean! Unit
measures 25"w x 25"d x 25"h. Assembly required.
399.00

AA540X TODDLER-SAFE WASHABLE
SENSORY MATERIALS - COMPLETE SET
Now even toddlers can experience the excitement of sensory
play—with super-safe, extra-chunky materials made especially
for them! The complete set includes springy spirals, bumpy
stars and squishy balls…all with unique textures to inspire
hours of hands-on, tactile exploration. Plus, all 3 plastic materials are fully washable, so they can be used and reused for
years to come! Sensory bins not included.
95.00

AA823 ■ SEE-INSIDE SENSORY BLOCKS
Tots get a hands-on sensory experience with our irresistible
see-inside blocks! 12 baby-safe blocks are filled with balls
in 3 sizes and 4 colors—and they make intriguing sounds
with every shake! With soft plastic edges for easy gripping;
each block is 2".
39.99

DD657 ■ SUPER-SAFE COLOR VIEWERS
Even babies can explore colors with our super-safe viewers!
The translucent 6 1⁄2" viewers are made of shatterproof
acrylic…with chunky plastic handles. Set of 6 viewers includes
2 each of 3 colors.
19.99

AA670 ■ LEARN MY SHAPES! MAGNETIC BOARDS
Kids boost fine motor skills as they explore three different shapes!
Tots simply hold the securely attached, easy-grip magnetic wand
to guide the ball, reinforcing shape recognition as they trace a
square, triangle or circle. Plus, with a permanently sealed acrylic
top to keep the ball contained, each board is durable and supersafe! 3 wooden boards, each 7 1⁄4" x 8 1⁄8".
59.99

EE788 ■ LET’S GO
FISHING! PLAYSET
Even beginners can
make a catch every
time with our no-fail
fishing set! It features
10 soft cloth fish in lots
of colors, plus a childsafe pole that’s easy for
tots to hold. Kids just
stick the pole into the
see-inside bowl…and
the hook & loop tip
sticks to the fish! Vinyl
bowl is 10".
39.99

■

10
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AZ985 ■ PUSH-BUTTON
PLAY PHONE Our extrarugged,
fun-to-use
play
phone features buttons that
ring as children push them!
Plus, the cordless design is
super-safe
for
children.
Phone is made of tough plastic;
receiver
measures
8" long.
14.99

AA693 ■ GIANT CALMING COLORS ® SOFT BLOCKS
Soft and safe blocks—in soothing colors to complement any
classroom decor! Our jumbo-size blocks are made of extradurable lightweight foam—so even the youngest builders
can stack and create with ease. Plus, each block features
precise edges for building super-sturdy structures…quietly!
You get 26 giant blocks in 6 shapes, all in a vinyl tote. Largest
block is 6".
119.00

DD470X ■ LAKESHORE WASHABLE BABY DOLLS
These dolls are super-detailed and incredibly lifelike, yet
tough enough for classroom use and machine-washing!
11" dolls have movable arms and legs and squeezably soft
bodies…plus interchangeable hook & loop outfits. Molded
vinyl and soft cloth. Set of 4 dolls.
74.99

AA252 ■ LITTLE SHOPPERS!
WOODEN WALKER
Toddlers build confidence and balance
with our adorable wooden walker!
Featuring smooth edges for safety and
wood wheels with rubber
tread to grip the floor as little
ones learn to walk, the highquality walker includes a
roomy compartment for kids
to fill with their favorite items.
121⁄2"w x 19"d x 17"h. Comes
assembled. Play food
not incl.
149.00

LL680X ■ TODDLER CAREER COSTUME SET
Even little ones can be doctors, firefighters, chefs and more…with realistic costumes designed just for them! Each one is made
of machine-washable fabric or wipe-clean vinyl…and comes with a hat and an accessory—from a super-safe hammer for the
construction worker to an official-looking police badge for the officer. Plus, all 6 outfits have a simple pullover design with hook &
loop closures right on the side, so tots can dress themselves! Costumes fit ages 18 months-3 years.
199.00
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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DD614 ■ SUPER-SAFE SPECIMEN VIEWERS
Perfectly sized for little hands, our ingenious viewers give
toddlers a safe, up-close look at real science specimens—
from a butterfly to a sea star! Each plastic viewer has
2 chunky, easy-grip handles and a durable acrylic panel that
protects the specimen while giving kids a crystal-clear view.
Set of 4; each is 55⁄8".
29.99

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

FF704 ■ FEELINGS & EMOTIONS
WASHABLE DOLLS - COMPLETE SET
Introduce feelings and emotions with our adorable soft-sewn
dolls! Perfect for circle time or dramatic play, each 12" cloth
doll features a permanently stitched expression that helps
kids recognize the emotions of others and learn to understand
their own feelings. Set of 4 multi-ethnic dolls; each is
machine-washable.
95.00

AA695 ■ SOFT & SAFE CHILDREN
WITH DIFFERING ABILITIES
Inspire discussions on diversity—with figures
representing differently abled children and
their adaptive equipment! From a boy in a
wheelchair to a girl with hearing aids, our set
features 5 multi-ethnic play figures made from
soft plastic. Tallest figure is 41⁄4".
34.99

12

■
■
■

Relationships with Adults
Relationships with Other Children
Emotional Functioning
Sense of Identity and Belonging

DD659 ■ SUPER-SAFE MIRRORS
Tots love to see their reflections in our safe, shatterproof
mirrors! Each permanently encased mirror won’t break and
has an easy-grip plastic handle. Set of 4; each is 61⁄2".
19.99

AA455 ■ JUST-MY-SIZE COMFY BOOK NOOK
An easy-access library and a comfortable spot for children to read—all in one! Perfect
for maximizing small spaces, this cushioned seating area is floor-level, so it’s a cinch for
children to get in and out…and it features removable wooden bookstands on each side
to keep lots of favorite titles organized and within reach. Best of all, the book nook is
covered in durable, easy-clean vinyl that will withstand years of classroom use! Book
nook measures 55 1⁄2"w x 28"d x 17 3⁄4"h. Comes assembled.
699.00

AA420 ■ INFANT-TODDLER POSTER PACK
Engage little ones—with 18 multi-ethnic posters showing
other children just like them! Each is 10" x 13".
29.99
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Sub-Domains:
■

RA709 ■ DEALING
WITH FEELINGS
BOARD BOOK
COLLECTION
Children learn how
to cope with their
feelings…with
beautifully illustrated
board books that
foster social-emotional
growth! This collection
includes 8 sturdy board
books, each featuring
simple language and
expressive illustrations
that make concepts
easy to understand.
59.50

12/14/21 8:51 AM

BK358 ■ Duck & Goose: Goose Needs a
Hug Board Book
Book is 18 pages.
7.99

RE481 ■ ME & MY FAMILY BOARD BOOK LIBRARY
Our inviting library introduces toddlers to a basic early
childhood theme—at just the right level!
Includes
5 sturdy board books specially selected to reinforce the
theme…with simple text, playful verses and eye-catching
graphics that are sure to make the books instant favorites
with little ones!
40.50

EARLY HEAD START

AA168 ■ DUCK & GOOSE:
GOOSE NEEDS A HUG
STORYTELLING KIT
Retelling this classic story is an
absolute breeze with our toddler-safe
kit! The super-soft pieces bring the
beloved story to life—helping children
build oral language and vocabulary
skills. Plus, the easy-to-use pieces
stick right on any hook & loopreceptive surface. The kit includes
7 pieces. Board book sold separately.
34.99

AA700X ■ TODDLER
HARDWOOD KITCHEN SET
A super-realistic hardwood kitchen designed just
like the grown-ups’…but built especially for
toddlers! Our set features 3 safe and stable units
with lots of tot-friendly details—including chunky
knobs that are easy for little ones to grasp and
turn…a clear-view acrylic oven window that lets
young chefs see what’s “cooking”…and a wide,
double-door design on the refrigerator! You get
all 3 units shown. GREENGUARD® Certified.
All units come assembled. Play food and dishes
not included.
729.00

EE558 ■ LAKESHORE
HARDWOOD DOLL CRIB
This rugged hardwood crib keeps dolls
safe and snug! Beautifully crafted with
smooth, rounded edges and a classroomtough design. 22"w x 131⁄4"d x 121⁄2"h;
fits dolls up to 18" long.
Comes
assembled.
Doll & Bedding Set not
included.
109.00
TT788 ■
Doll Bedding Set
Mattress, quilt, sheet
and pillow; machinewashable.
29.99

LL250X ■ LAKESHORE CUDDLY WASHABLE DOLLS COMPLETE SET
These cuddly dolls are ideal for little
ones! They feature super-soft clothing and permanent,
sewn-on details, so they’re incredibly soft and totally safe—
even for toddlers. 11" machine-washable dolls come in the
four skin tones shown. Set of 4 dolls.
79.99

Folds together for
crawl-around fun!

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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AA212 ■ LOOK-AT-ME MIRROR CENTER
It’s more fun than ever for babies to discover
their reflections…with a fascinating mirror
center that lets them view themselves from
5 angles! Our dense foam, vinyl-covered
center has a fold-out design that sets up
anywhere…inviting babies to crawl right
up—and discover themselves again and
again. It even folds up into a compact,
5-sided center—for crawl-around fun! Mirrors
are made of safe, shatterproof acrylic. Fully
opened center measures 60" wide. 179.00

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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AA729 ■ COLOR BLOCKS
ACTIVITY MAT
Our comfy mat gives tots their very own
spot to crawl, play and explore! The
cushiony-thick, 1" mat features squares in
5 soft, natural colors…and the surface is
made of rugged vinyl for years of use—
and easy wipe-clean care. Mat measures
56" x 56".
169.00
AA730 ■ Super-Safe Color Blocks
These 12 big, baby-safe blocks come in
5 colors coordinated to our mat above, so
tots can practice color matching—as they
stack and build! Soft foam with a durable
vinyl cover; each measures 5 1⁄4". 109.00

Seat adjusts for
maximum comfort!

BR302 ■ BACKPATTER’S SEAT
Finally—caregivers can sit comfortably on the floor! Our ingenious adjustable seat provides cushioned back support and is
ideal for soothing tots at naptime, reading a story on the carpet
and so much more. Caregivers simply raise the back of the
seat to a comfortable position—then lay it flat for super-easy
storage! The removable microfiber cover is machine-washable;
the seat is 22" wide. Specify color: red or blue.
69.99

14

TR220X ■ CLASSROOM-TOUGH TRUCKS
Little drivers can really get to work…with super-tough trucks
made just for busy classrooms! 3 hardworking, dishwashersafe vehicles include a fire truck, dump truck and recycling
truck, each with smooth-rolling wheels and real-moving
parts—so children enjoy tons of action-packed play. Made
from 100% recycled plastic with no metal axles, our trucks are
designed to be super-safe—even for the littlest drivers! Fire
truck is 101⁄2".
89.50

HS_2022_14-15_W4_GH.indd 14

GR290 ■ CLASSROOM-SAFE
GLIDER ROCKER
Rock little ones’ cares away with
a chair designed for maximum
comfort, safety and durability!
Hardwood
chair
glides on a covered
base that keeps little
fingers safe. Plus,
the padded armrests
each have a handy
pouch for books or
bottles. Best of all,
the seat is 193⁄4" wide
to
accommodate
caregivers of all sizes!
The seat cover is
machine-washable;
the back cushion is
surface-washable.
401⁄2" tall. Assembly
required.
529.00

JJ629 ■ TODDLER SAND & WATER TABLE NATURAL COLORS
Brown and tan earth tones create the perfect natural setting for
hours of open-ended sand and water play! This classroomtough table is made from all-weather plastic and features supersafe rounded edges. Includes a handy plug for draining, a top
for storage and a removable plastic liner that pops in and out in
a snap. Measures 461⁄2"w x 22"d x 18"h. Easy assembly.
319.00

12/20/21 10:03 AM

LANGUAGE AND
COMMUNICATION

■
■
■
■

Attending and Understanding
Communicating and Speaking
Vocabulary
Emergent Literacy

AA166 ■ POLAR BEAR, POLAR BEAR, WHAT DO YOU
HEAR? STORYTELLING KIT Our super-soft storytelling
pieces bring this beloved book to life—helping children build
oral language and vocabulary skills! Plus, the pieces stick on
any hook & loop-receptive surface. Kit includes 12 pieces.
Board book sold separately below.
34.99
BK356 ■ Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?
Board Book Book is 24 pages.
8.99

RA273 ■ SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BOARD BOOK
COLLECTION
Our beautiful board books encourage toddlers’ social-emotional development! The storybooks feature
rhythmic language, delightful pictures, and tips for parents and
caregivers to ease daily transitions and routines—gently guiding
little ones to be their best. 8 books, each 24 pages.
71.50

RA216 ■ CLASSIC BOARD BOOK STORY COLLECTION
The perfect introduction to storybooks! We’ve collected eight
classic children’s favorites filled with delightful stories and
captivating illustrations—all in sturdy board book editions that
will last and last. The collection includes well-loved titles like
Goodnight Moon, Jamberry and more. 8 board books. 68.50

RA324 ■ MULTICULTURAL
BOARD BOOK COLLECTION
Even young children can explore the diverse world around
them…with this engaging board book collection! As little
ones flip through the sturdy pages, they discover that children
are the same all over the world, whether they’re from Alaska,
South Africa—or somewhere in between. 8 books. 61.50

TS429 ■ TOUCH & FEEL DISCOVERY BOOKS
Bumpy, rough, soft, smooth and even sticky—these cute
board books are filled with textures little ones will love to touch
and explore! Plus, each book features bold photographs,
bright colors, super-simple text and sturdy pages. You get
6 board books; each is 10 pages.
41.50

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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PP158 ■ INFANT/TODDLER PHOTO LIBRARY
Boost essential vocabulary—with enticing photo cards
designed just for little learners! 50 durable laminated cards
have a photo on front
and a corresponding
word on back to build
print awareness and
early language skills.
Perfect for circle time,
classroom
display,
independent exploration
and more, the cards are
organized into 8 popular
themes—from food to
animals! Cards are a big
6" x 6". 49.99

Sub-Domains:

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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RE483 ■ NURSERY RHYMES BOARD BOOK LIBRARY
Our inviting library introduces toddlers to a basic early childhood
theme—at just the right level! Includes 5 sturdy board books
specially selected to reinforce the theme…with simple text,
playful verses and eye-catching graphics that are sure to make
the books instant favorites with little ones!
33.50

RE482 ■ ON THE FARM BOARD BOOK LIBRARY
Our inviting library introduces toddlers to a basic early childhood
theme—at just the right level! Includes 5 sturdy board books
specially selected to reinforce the theme…with simple text,
playful verses and eye-catching graphics that are sure to make
the books instant favorites with little ones!
34.50

RE486 ■ THINGS THAT GO BOARD BOOK LIBRARY
Our inviting library introduces toddlers to a basic early childhood
theme—at just the right level! Includes 5 sturdy board books
specially selected to reinforce the theme…with simple text,
playful verses and eye-catching graphics that are sure to make
the books instant favorites with little ones!
35.50

AA739 ■ MY FIRST MAGIC BOARD
Our tot-friendly board has everything little ones need to draw
and design—in one convenient place!
Featuring a
permanently attached magnetic “crayon” that’s easy for little
hands to hold and control, plus an easy-slide eraser that
makes it a cinch to clean the screen, the board is perfect for
endless drawing and pre-writing practice. Sturdy plastic
board is approximately 101⁄4" x 147⁄8".
19.99

VX735 ■ BEST-BUY JUMBO CRAYONS - 8-COLOR BOX
Our Jumbo Crayons are easy for little hands to hold…and
hard to break! The sturdy, compartmentalized storage box
holds a set of top-quality school crayons that won’t streak or
smear! You get 200 crayons in 8 colors: red, blue, green,
black, yellow, orange, purple and brown. (Shown.)
59.99
VX748 ■ BEST-BUY JUMBO CRAYONS - 12-COLOR BOX
All the colors listed above, plus white, pink, gray and
turquoise. 300 crayons—25 each of 12 colors.
89.99

FF727 ■
MY FIRST JOURNAL
Our unlined, 60-page
journal
encourages
children to explore
early writing—without
worrying about staying
on
the
baselines!
8" x 101⁄2"; with an
alphabet page and a
sight-word list. 3.79
FF728 ■
My First Journal Set of 10
36.99
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■
■
■
■
■

Exploration and Discovery
Memory
Reasoning and Problem-Solving
Emergent Mathematical Thinking
Imitation and Symbolic Representation and Play

JJ909 ■ WHAT’S INSIDE? SOFT FEELY BOX
This soft, machine-washable box is packed with 10 different
sensory objects for tots to feel and explore—like a lion with a
corduroy coat, a butterfly with crinkly wings, a frog that
squeaks and more. Box measures 7".
49.99

AA931 ■
GIANT SIGHT &
SOUND TUBES
A fascinating, hands-on way to explore sight and sound! Our
see-through tubes are filled with objects of different colors,
weights, shapes and sizes—like feathers, bells and sparkly
gems—providing lots of sensory experiences for tots. Five
plastic, 16" tubes, all permanently sealed for safety.
79.99

PP508 ■ SENSORY STARS BEANBAG SET
Our colorful beanbags are fun to feel and toss—for a sensory
experience little ones can’t resist! Ideal for exploring texture
and color, building gross motor skills, and tons of other
activities, each star-shaped beanbag is covered in a different
tactile material that tots will love to touch! You get 6 beanbags;
each is approximately 43⁄4" wide. Beanbags are machine- or
surface-washable.
19.99

DD384 ■ SOFT & WASHABLE SENSORY BALLS
Tots touch, toss and squeeze our soft-sewn balls…and build
sensory awareness as they play! The balls have lots of fun
textures, super-bright colors…plus jingling bells, soft crinkles,
rattling beads and more. Best of all, the balls are fully machinewashable, so they’re ideal for busy classrooms. You get a set
of 6 sensory balls; largest measures 71⁄2".
49.99

LL759 ■ HIDE & SEEK DISCOVERY BALL
Toddlers explore spatial relationships and build dexterity as they
hide plush balls in our giant, easy-grip ball—then pull them out
and play again! The 4 small balls even rattle or jingle to keep
little ones engaged. Large ball is 7 1⁄2".
32.99

ER549 ■ EXPLORE & PLAY ACTIVITY RATTLES
There’s so much for babies to touch, see and hear with our
durable rattles! All four rattles have an irresistible animal
design, stimulating textures and lots of different sounds—
plus movable parts that are fun to shake and explore!
Plastic; longest is 6".
29.99

Tots reach in the box—and
find 10 sensory objects!

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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AA803 ■ PLAY & EXPLORE
COLOR-CHANGING LIGHT CENTER
Our super-sturdy light center creates a safe
and inviting space where little ones can build
with blocks, explore color and light, and more!
The wooden center features a heavy-duty
acrylic panel with a beveled edge—plus a big,
LED-illuminated surface that displays 4 vibrant
colors…and stays cool to the touch even after
extended use. It also comes with an easy-touse remote control that allows teachers to
change or dim the colors at the touch of a
button! Plug-in unit measures 24"w x 3"h.
Blocks sold separately.
379.00
RA432 ■ Crystal Building Blocks
Our translucent blocks snap together with
ease…and add a shimmering touch to brickbuilding fun! Kids can even use them with our
center above—and watch the light shine
through! Big set includes 168 easy-fitting
plastic pieces in 2 shapes and 6 bright colors—
all in a durable tote with a carrying handle.
Large blocks are 21⁄2".
49.99

Surface displays 4 glowing colors!

Remote control lets
you choose and
change colors with
the touch of a button!

AA250 ■ PLAY & EXPLORE SENSORY RING
There’s tons of fun to go around with our activityfilled sensory ring! It has super-safe, built-in
features that curious tots will love to explore &
interact with—from chunky links & oversize beads
to a chick that “squeaks,” a leaf-shaped rattle &
more. Simply connect the 2 arches using the hook &
loop fastener to create a circular play space…or
stand the pieces upright to make crawl-through
tunnels. Best of all, each dense foam arch is
covered in durable, wipe-clean vinyl for easy care!
Assembled ring is 36" in diameter.
329.00

18

FF188 ■ BIG KNOB LEARNING PUZZLE SET
Little ones will love to explore colors, shapes and numbers
with our simple hardwood puzzles! Each 81⁄4" x 113⁄4" puzzle
has 5 pieces with easy-grip giant knobs…plus corresponding
words or numbers printed on the boards! Set of 3; in a
storage rack.
49.99
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LA591 ■ TODDLER BRISTLE BUILDERS®
Our colorful builders encourage creative play—and they’re
designed specifically to ensure building success for toddlers!
The durable plastic pieces push together with ease and stay in
place until pulled apart. Start the building fun with the bristle
base...then add on colorful pieces in various shapes and sizes!
Plus, 3 farm animal figures with bristle connections spin to add
to the excitement! Set includes 52 pieces; base is 8". 29.99

12/14/21 8:56 AM
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FF514 ■ TODDLER
UNIT BLOCKS
Toddlers will love to try their
hand at building…with solid
wooden blocks created just for
little hands! Incredibly durable
and backed by a 50-year
warranty, our toddler blocks are
smaller and more lightweight
than standard-size blocks,
making them perfect for
toddlers. Plus, they’re supereasy to grab, pile and stack!
100 blocks include triangles,
arches,
cylinders
and
rectangles—all with smooth,
rounded corners. Largest piece
measures 81⁄4" tall.
149.00

Letters on one side…
an image on the other!

FF186 ■ EARLY MATH
ACTIVITY CENTER Give kids
hands-on practice with sorting,
patterning & counting! Our center
includes four 11 1⁄2" x 18" mats,
plus 36 elephants (3 sizes & 4 colors).
Children just place the animals
onto each mat as they copy and
extend patterns, count to 20, and
sort by size or color!
39.99

PP456 ■ FAMILIES
POSTER PACK
Inspire discussions
about families with
our vibrant color
posters! Each readyto-hang poster has a
relatable image that
encourages children
to think about and
explore the unique
lives of people, their
emotions and more.
Poster pack includes
twenty 11" x 16"
posters,
plus
a
teacher’s guide with
activity ideas. 32.99

36 elephants come in
3 sizes & 4 colors!

EE332 ■ FLOAT & FIND ALPHABET BUBBLES
Bring language practice to water play! This set includes
26 watertight plastic bubbles that help kids identify letters and
letter sounds from A to Z! Kids simply select a floating bubble
from the water, peek inside to see an upper- and a lowercase letter…
then flip the bubble over to see an image representing the matching
beginning sound. See-inside bubbles measure 2 1⁄4".
29.99

RA449 ■ MATH & SCIENCE BOARD BOOK
COLLECTION Make math and science more approachable
for early learners with these delightful board books! Each
features simple text and memorable illustrations that
demonstrate counting, life cycles, weather and more! You
get a set of 8 board books that are perfect for storytime or
independent discovery.
68.50

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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GG487 ■ SHAPES DISCOVERY BOXES
Tots explore shapes one at a time as they open up our
boxes…and discover a round cookie, a square gift and
more! Each box has 4 items that share the same shape,
including 2 everyday objects. 4 surface-washable, 5" vinyl
boxes and 16 shapes.
69.99

20

AA388 ■ COLOR DISCOVERY BOXES
Our fun-filled boxes each have 4 objects with exciting textures
and bold patterns—all with the same bright color for tons of
reinforcement. Tots reach in to explore a blue fish, a red ball
and more! Set includes 4 surface-washable, 5" vinyl boxes
and 16 accessories.
69.99

AA775 ■ BUTTON SIZE-SORTING
BOX This soft vinyl sorting box gives
toddlers hands-on experience with
color, shape, size and fine motor
control. Tots just sort the buttons into
the 6" box, then pop off the lid to do it
again! With 24 plastic buttons in
3 shapes and 4 colors.
29.99

BC553 ■ SEE-INSIDE SORTING
BUCKET Tots slide 12 shapes into
the holes on our see-inside plastic
bucket…and watch them fall to the
bottom! As little ones play, they
explore spatial relationships and build
dexterity. Bucket is 71⁄4" tall. 16.99

TB218 ■ I CAN COUNT PUZZLE
BOARD
Our hardwood board is
printed with numbers 1-5…tots just
match the number of puzzle pieces to
each numeral on the board for lots of
counting practice! Includes 15 raised
pieces. Board is 8" x 8".
19.99

TB125 ■ SIMPLE SHAPES
PUZZLE BOARD As tots fit jumbosize pieces into our super-simple
puzzle board, they develop fine motor
control and build matching skills!
Hardwood puzzle board comes with
9 easy-grip, raised pieces and is 8".
19.99

FF444 ■ COLOR RINGS SORTING
BOARD
Toddlers
get
simple,
hands-on practice matching colors as
they sort easy-grip rings onto
6 chubby pegs! Sturdy hardwood
board comes complete with 24 chunky
rings—4 each of 6 colors. Board is
61⁄4" x 8".
19.99

JJ434 ■ SORT-A-SHAPE
ACTIVITY BOARD
Tots fit 16 big wooden pieces onto our
71⁄2" board, exploring colors and
shapes and developing sorting skills!
Kids slide the pieces onto matching
pegs, building eye/hand coordination
and logical thinking.
19.99
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Magnification

Magnetism

Color
Reflection

Sink or Float

HH991

HH992

HH993

HH994

HH721 ■ TODDLER DOLLHOUSE
WITH SOFT FURNITURE
The wide, open layout of our dollhouse makes it easy for
several tots to enjoy at once—supporting key milestones like
cooperative play! Comes with 5 soft-stuffed furniture pieces
little hands can grab and squeeze—all covered in wipe-clean
vinyl. Sized for our Soft & Safe Families (sold sep. at right).
Wooden dollhouse is 20"w x 13"d x 20"h.
179.00

HH990X ■ SOFT & SAFE FAMILIES
Our multi-ethnic play figures are made of soft, squeezable
plastic that’s easy to grip—ensuring frustration-free play!
Each family includes 4 chunky figures. You get all 4 families—for a total of 16 figures. Largest is 51⁄2" tall.
129.00
Each family is also available separately.
HH991 ■ African American Family
32.99
HH992 ■ Caucasian Family
32.99
HH993 ■ Asian Family
32.99
HH994 ■ Hispanic Family
32.99

DS300X ■ FEELS REAL BABY DOLLS
Kids can’t wait to care for these lifelike dolls! Our 14" multiethnic dolls have distinct facial features, plus realistically
molded heads, arms and legs—so they’re fun to take care of.
Kids can even “change” their easy-to-fasten diapers! Set of
4 molded vinyl dolls.
89.99

EE565 ■
LAKESHORE HARDWOOD
DOLL CHANGING TABLE
Our doll changing table boosts dramatic play! Solid birch table
has safe, rounded corners and an easy-clean vinyl changing surface. Measures 22"w x 13"d x 17 1⁄2"h; for dolls up to 18" long.
Comes assembled. Doll and accessories not included. 109.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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AA866 ■ LAKESHORE TODDLER SCIENCE
CENTER
Does a rubber ducky sink or float?
What can a magnet pick up? What does a snake’s
skin look like up close? Little ones discover the
answers to these questions and more with a
toddler-safe science center made especially for
them! We’ve packed the center with tons of supersafe materials children will love to explore, giving
them hands-on experience with essential science
concepts—from magnification and reflection to
color recognition. Center includes everything
shown, for a total of 34 pieces; the base for the
shatterproof mirrors is 9 1⁄2" long.
79.99
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AA370 ■ ALL-IN-ONE TODDLER KITCHEN
It’s a stove, sink, pantry and refrigerator—all in one
space-saving unit! Our kitchen has tons of realistic
details to inspire imaginative play…from real-turning
knobs to a plexiglas oven window so kids can peek
inside! There’s even plenty of storage space for
play food and dishes! 45 1⁄2"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 32"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Comes assembled.
Play food and dishes not included.
749.00

AA798 ■ TODDLER HARDWOOD
TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Give little ones the perfect place for playtime,
art and more with our table and 2 chairs! The
solid birch set features smooth edges and
rounded corners for safety—and the tabletop
has a wipe-clean surface. Table measures
24"w x 24"d x 161⁄2"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Simple assembly.
329.00
■
AA799 Extra Toddler Hardwood
Chairs - Set of 2 Solid birch chairs; with
83⁄4" seat heights. Assembled.
159.00

22

AA350 ■ TODDLER-SAFE FOOD BASKET
Our natural-looking play food is super-safe for little ones!
The 10 plastic pieces come in a roomy basket tots will love
to fill again and again. Rugged plastic basket is dishwashersafe; measures 8 1⁄2" x 8 1⁄2".
29.99
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HH578 ■ SOFT & SAFE POTS & PANS
Young chefs can’t wait to get “cooking”—with our soft and
safe cookware! You get all the pots and pans little ones need
to prepare tons of pretend meals—all made of durable, wipeclean vinyl to withstand years of play. 4 pots and pans, plus
2 lids; large pot is 4" tall.
39.99

12/14/21 1:53 PM

AA390 ■ CRAWL & EXPLORE FIRST CLIMBER
Perfect for babies just starting to crawl, this soft and safe environment is fun to explore…and helps little ones build muscle
control! The set comes in soothing, calming colors and includes ramps, arches and steps that are low enough to keep
children safe as they climb over and through them! 10 dense
foam pieces attach securely in place with hook & loop fastener…and have vinyl-covered surfaces that are easy to wipe
clean! Climber measures 60"w x 40"d x 17"h.
799.00

AA279 ■ LOOK AT ME! BALANCE BAR
Little ones get an up-close view of themselves as they pull to a
standing position! Featuring a smooth, sturdy bar and shatterproof mirrors, our hardwood unit provides tots with walking
support, a place to play peekaboo and more! There’s even a
long rectangular mirror at the bottom for babies to explore!
24"h x 40"w. Lifetime warranty. Assembly required. 249.00

■
■
■
■

Perception
Gross Motor
Fine Motor
Health, Safety, and Nutrition

AA659 ■ LAKESHORE TODDLER LOFT
The more tots move on our muscle-building loft, the more
they discover! The wooden loft gives toddlers the space they
need to exercise their growing bodies—boosting coordination
and gross motor control. Soft, carpeted surfaces encourage
little ones to crawl up and down a gentle ramp, climb on the
graduated steps or explore a roomy platform where they can
see themselves in the baby-safe mirror. There are even
peekaboo portholes, plus rounded edges that support tots as
they start to stand and cruise! 42"w x 60"d x 38"h. Guaranteed
for 10 years. Assembly required.
1,999.00

AA130 ■
BUTTERFLY CLIMBER
Children enjoy nonstop muscle-building fun—with a friendly
butterfly they can climb all over! Our adorable climber features
soft, graduated steps and a sloping ramp leading to an extracushy mat. Plus, padded, wing-shaped mats on both sides
keep little ones super-safe as they practice crawling and
climbing. Best of all, the 4 dense foam pieces attach securely
together with hook & loop fastener…and feature a vinylcovered surface that’s a breeze to wipe clean! The climber
measures a roomy 59"w x 52"d x 11 3⁄4"h.
349.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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AA120 ■ TOT TUNNEL CLIMBER
A tunnel to crawl through, a ramp to slide down…even
graduated steps for climbing! Our versatile climber has
dense foam pieces that attach securely with hook & loop
fastener, creating a super-safe play environment. Six pieces
include a ramp, a tunnel, two steps & two play pads—all
covered with dur able, wipe-clean vinyl. We’ve even
included a vinyl floor mat to put under the tunnel, so
crawling tots stay clean! 72"w x 72"d x 20"h.
539.00

AA140 ■ WATERFALL CLIMBER
This cushiony climber lets tots crawl, climb, scoot and slide in
an incredibly soft and safe environment! Designed to fit in any
corner—so little ones won’t fall off—it has easy-to-climb steps,
a gently sloping ramp and a padded landing area. The 7 dense
foam pieces fit together with hook & loop fastener, and each is
covered with rugged, wipe-clean vinyl. Climber is 54" wide and
extends 67" from the corner. Tallest piece is 18".
599.00

AA280 ■ CLIMB & PLAY SOFT BLOCKS
Our super-safe soft blocks are light enough for
little ones to pick up—yet big and sturdy enough
to climb and play on day after day! These extralarge blocks are made of super-durable lightweight foam—so even the youngest children can
move them around with ease, developing essential gross motor skills as they stack and build.
Plus, the blocks are covered with smooth, rugged vinyl, so they’re a cinch to wipe clean! Set of
6 different soft blocks; largest block measures
24" long.
219.00

RR690 ■ TODDLER SOFT & SAFE TREE SEATS
Children will love to explore our versatile seats…featuring a
delightful design inspired by nature! Each seat is made of soft
and dense foam that little ones can sit on—or even use for
balance as they crawl, climb and pull
themselves up to practice standing!
Plus, the seats are covered in easyclean vinyl and come in 3 different
heights that are perfect for all ages to
enjoy! Set of 3 seats; each is 15" in
diameter. Tallest seat is 10". 229.00

CF202 ■ SIT-ME-UP With our soft and sturdy support seat,
little ones practice sitting up and building muscle control—while
viewing the world around them! The U-shaped design has a
wide, sturdy base and a firm, comfortable surface to rest on—
plus, it’s easy to clean and designed to last and last!
Vinyl surface; 23"w x 181⁄2"d x 6"h. Specify color: sky blue or
sage green.
99.50
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EARLY HEAD START

HH281 ■ EARLY YEARS BALL TOSS
Our giant hoop and net guarantee throwing success! Sized
for balls up to 13", the hoop is a big 191⁄2" across—so it’s easy
to hit the target. It also has a tip-resistant metal base and a
rugged net. Unit measures 261⁄4"w x 25"d x 251⁄2"h. Easy
assembly. Balls sold separately.
79.99
RA298 ■ 6" Activity Balls
6 vinyl balls in 6 colors; each ball measures 6".
19.99

AA450 ■ TODDLER-SAFE ACTIVE PLAY KIT
Get toddlers moving—and encourage gross motor
development—with our Toddler-Safe Active Play Kit! From tot
favorites like the big parachute to stepping-stones, playground
balls and more, our kit comes packed with tools to help little
ones build gross motor skills, improve balance and
coordination, and boost their overall physical fitness. So
whether children are completing a super-fun obstacle course
or participating in a beanbag toss, they’re taking part in
cooperative play and exercising at the same time! You get
23 toddler-sized pieces—including balls, cones, number
beanbags, stepping-stones, start and stop mats, a jumbo
activity die and a parachute. Machine-washable nylon
parachute measures 45" in diameter.
149.00

AA478 ■ PUZZLE BUILDERS
Toddlers build fine motor skills as they connect puzzleshaped pieces—each featuring a super-cute bug! Set
includes 60 plastic pieces; each is 33⁄4". Comes in a
141⁄2" x 113⁄4" x 71⁄2" tote.
39.99

LA847 ■ GIANT STAR BUILDERS
These giant, colorful stars fit together from any angle—so
even little ones can build with success! Our plastic set
includes 30 colorful pieces, each with an extra-chunky design
for easy handling. 5" builders come in a stackable plastic
storage tote. Tote measures 141⁄2" x 113⁄4" x 71⁄2".
39.99

DD645 ■ MY FIRST PEGBOARD SET
As little ones fit chunky, 2" pegs into our fun-shaped pegboards,
they explore color matching, develop eye/hand coordination
and build muscle control! Set includes 4 big, 9" x 9" pegboards
made of flexible foam and 40 easy-grip pegs.
29.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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FF147 ■ FINE MOTOR FOREST FRIENDS
Each of our squeezably soft forest friends needs to find a home
in the tree! Tots just pop each cute critter in and out of the cozy
tree—developing fine motor skills as they squeeze and play.
Playset includes a 91⁄4" tree and 7 woodland creatures—all
made of soft plastic that’s perfect for little hands!
29.99

AA105 ■ EASY-TWIST ANIMAL BUILDERS
Tots develop fine motor skills and eye/hand coordination as
they twist our animal builders together! Children simply
match the plastic rods and body pieces—or mix them up to
create silly new animals! Includes 4 animal rods and 12 animal body pieces. Rods are 63⁄4".
24.99

BR569 ■ CLIP & CREATE BUILDERS
Clip together a car, a robot and more with these builders! Kids
use the linking pieces to latch common shapes together for
endless designs. Plus, the pieces are a breeze to connect!
80 plastic pieces in 8 colors; rectangles are 4 1⁄2".
39.99

FB997 ■ SENSORY BEADS LACING SET
Easy to hold and a cinch to string, our big, bright beads make
lacing a breeze! 18 chunky beads have fun patterns and
textures—plus, the laces are firm yet flexible, so they’re easy
to string! Laces are 71⁄2"; beads are 2".
34.99

PP881 ■ MY FIRST POP BEADS
Just press, pop…and build! Beads snap together and rotate
for hours of building fun, whether kids are linking simple
chains or building unique creations. 32 textured plastic beads
fit perfectly in small hands and come in 4 bright colors.
Largest is approximately 31⁄2". Includes a guide.
29.99

RE148 ■ STACK & NEST SENSORY TOYS
With bright colors, bold patterns and fun-to-touch textures,
our stackers are sure to stimulate tots! Chunky plastic pieces
are easy for kids to stack, nest and explore. 3 stacker sets
(16 pieces total); largest is 43⁄4".
32.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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HH970 ■ READY FOR PRESCHOOL BACKPACK
Our skill-building backpack has everything kids need to prepare
for preschool! We’ve included a 3-month calendar filled with
developmentally appropriate activities children complete with
their parents—all printed in English and Spanish. The activities
reinforce basic skills preschoolers need to succeed—from
counting to letter recognition. Plus, the vinyl backpack includes
the materials needed to complete the activities—like colorful
bears to sort and count, a ball for motor activities, a languagebuilding book of nursery rhymes and more.
Each 35.99
HH970X ■ Ready for Preschool Backpack Set of 10
349.00

HEAD START

SCHOOL READINESS BACKPACKS

RR375 ■ TRANSITION TO SCHOOL BACKPACK
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Ideal for kids starting kindergarten or first grade, our backpack helps
students develop the skills they need for school! It has a 3-month
calendar filled with activities for kids to do each day, from counting
and sorting to identifying letters. The calendar is written in English
and Spanish, so you can send it home to parents—or adapt it for
classroom use. Best of all, the vinyl pack is filled with everything kids
need for the activities—from tactile number cards and foam letters
to a draw and write journal and more!
Each 35.99
RR374X ■ Transition to School Backpack Set of 10
349.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE

eshore
Lak

Year
Warranty

OUTDOOR TABLES
Make any outdoor space a learning place with our kidsized tables! The tables feature super-tough hidden metal
frames…tightly woven, UV-resistant plastic that looks like
real wicker…plus adjustable feet to ensure the tables sit
flat. And the all-weather, easy-clean synthetic-wood tops
provide plenty of room for activities—from arts and crafts
to building with manipulatives. 5-year warranty. Easy
assembly. Benches and chairs sold separately.
LC486 ■ 26" x 36" Toddler Table
18" high. 399.00
LC487 ■ 26" x 36" Preschool Table 21" high. 429.00
LC476 ■ 26" x 48" Toddler Table
18" high. 469.00
LC477 ■ 26" x 48" Preschool Table
21" high. (Shown.)
499.00

LC995

LC998

OUTDOOR BENCHES
Our benches have heavy-duty metal construction, adjustable feet
for stability, plus woven, weather-tough plastic with the natural
look of wicker! Dense foam cushions have washable, faderesistant covers. 5-year warranty. All benches come assembled.
LC995 ■ 36" Toddler Bench
9 1⁄2" high.
329.00
LC996 ■ 36" Preschool Bench 11 1⁄2" high.
349.00
LC997 ■ 48" Toddler Bench
9 1⁄2" high.
379.00
LC998 ■ 48" Preschool Bench 11 1⁄2" high.
399.00

28
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LC498 ■ OUTDOOR
PRIVACY NOOK
Provide a shady outdoor space
where children can rest, relax,
flip through a good book
and more! Made from allweather plastic that
looks just like real
wicker, our nook creates a welcoming
place for up to
2 children to sit and
enjoy some quiet
time. It includes a
comfortable, dense
foam cushion with a
fade-resistant,
machine-washable
cover…adjustable feet
that make leveling a
cinch on any surface…
and an open design to keep
kids in view. Nook measures
36"w x 40"h. 5-year warranty.
Comes assembled.
979.00

LC992

LC994
LC993

OUTDOOR CHAIRS
Constructed with metal frames and all-weather plastic in a wicker
design, our chairs have high backs and adjustable feet for leveling. Dense foam cushions have machine-washable, faderesistant covers. 5-year warranty. For help matching chair sizes to
tables, visit LakeshoreLearning.com. All chairs come assembled.
LC992 ■ 9 1⁄2" Chair
179.00
LC993 ■ 11 1⁄2" Chair
189.00
LC994 ■ 13 1⁄2" Chair
199.00

LC479 ■
OUTDOOR
STORAGE UNIT
This rugged unit has the natural look of
wicker, but it’s made of weather-resistant
plastic with a durable metal frame! With
5 storage compartments, plus adjustable
feet for leveling on any outdoor surface.
47"w x 15"d x 30"h. 5-year warranty.
Comes assembled.
899.00
■
LC474 All-Weather Cover
Fits right on our Outdoor Storage Unit—
and protects the materials inside!
47"w x 15"d x 30"h.
199.00 Durable outdoor cover!

12/14/21 9:04 AM

HEAD START

OUTDOOR COMFY FURNITURE
Our child-sized furniture has the timeless look
of wicker but is constructed of tightly woven,
all-weather plastic that makes it super-durable
for outdoor use! The furniture features safe,
rounded corners, sturdy metal frames and
adjustable feet to ensure it sits flat…and it’s
easy to clean—just wipe or hose it off! Plus,
the dense foam cushions on the chair and
couch are secured to the seats with hook &
loop straps for a snug, no-slip fit and have
machine-washable, fade-resistant covers.
5-year warranty. All units come assembled.
LC667 ■ Chair 26"w x 20 1⁄2"d x 20 1⁄2"h;
seat measures 10 1⁄2" high.
499.00
LC668 ■ Couch 36"w x 20 1⁄2"d x 20 1⁄2"h;
seat measures 10 1⁄2" high.
699.00
LC669 ■ Coffee Table
24"w x 14"d x 12"h.
299.00

LC492 ■ OUTDOOR COZY CABANA
Here’s a cool, covered place where children can sit, relax
and play! Our outdoor cabana is made from wicker-like,
weather-resistant plastic and features a large shade
canopy that completely covers the open seating area.
The embedded metal frame ensures durability to
withstand the elements. Plus, the 2 comfy built-in
benches include thick foam, no-slip cushions that are
held in place by hook & loop straps, with
machine-washable covers that won’t fade. The unit
even has easy-leveling feet so it always sits flat.
Measures 54"w x 50"d x 57"h. 5-year warranty.
Assembly required.
2,999.00

LC302 ■ OUTDOOR 6-CUBBY STORAGE UNIT
Here’s an outdoor storage unit that’s just as attractive &
functional as any meant for the indoors! Featuring 6 easyreach cubbies that are perfect alone or with our bins (sold
sep. below), the metal-frame unit is made of tough plastic
that’ll stand up to the elements—but in the beautiful, timeless look of wicker that never loses its appeal. Plus, the unit
has adjustable feet for leveling to ensure it sits flat on even
the roughest outdoor surface. 33"w x 17"d x 30"h. 5-year
warranty. Assembled.
799.00
LM152 ■ Outdoor Storage Bins - Set of 6
Plastic; 14" x 15" x 5 1⁄2" high.
109.00
LC504 ■ All-Weather Cover - 6-Cubby Unit
Measures 33"w x 17"d x 30"h.
149.00

LC303

LC302

Waterproof &
fade-resistant!

LC303 ■ OUTDOOR 9-CUBBY STORAGE UNIT
Similar to our unit above, but with 9 cubbies for even more
storage space! 49"w x 17"d x 30"h. 5-year warranty.
Assembled.
999.00
LM153 ■ Outdoor Storage Bins - Set of 9
Plastic; 14" x 15" x 5 1⁄2" high.
159.00
■
LC505 All-Weather Cover - 9-Cubby Unit
Measures 49"w x 17"d x 30"h.
199.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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PRESCHOOL FURNITURE
CLASSIC BIRCH FURNITURE

Max. seating for
24" x 36" table.

Max. seating for
24" x 48" table.

Max. seating for
30" x 60" table.

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Max. seating for
30" x 72" table.

BIRCH CLASSROOM TABLES
Beautifully crafted from top-quality birch, our rugged, child-friendly
tables are perfect for the classroom! Each table features rounded
corners, eased edges and extra-stable construction. Plus, the thick,
3
⁄4" tabletops have a smooth, wipe-clean laminate finish for quick and
easy cleanup—even crayon streaks wipe right off! GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly.

JJ775

RECTANGULAR TABLES
Tabletop
24" x 36"
24" x 48"
30" x 60"
30" x 72"

16" High
JJ769 219.00
JJ773 269.00
JJ789 319.00
JJ748 369.00

18" High
JJ770 229.00
JJ774 279.00
JJ790 329.00
JJ749 379.00

21" High
JJ771 239.00
JJ775 289.00
JJ791 339.00
JJ750 389.00

24" High
JJ772 249.00
JJ776 299.00
JJ795 349.00
JJ751 399.00

Max. seating
for 42" table.

ROUND TABLES

JJ758

Tabletop
16" High
18" High
21" High
24" High
42" Diam. JJ752 319.00 JJ753 329.00 JJ754 339.00 JJ755 349.00
48" Diam. JJ756 359.00 JJ757 369.00 JJ758 379.00 JJ759 389.00

Max. seating
for 48" table.

BIRCH CLASSROOM CHAIRS Our premium-quality chairs give everyone in the class comfy seating that’s built to last! Each
chair is made of rugged hardwood, with smooth, rounded edges to keep children safe. They also have securely braced bottoms and
contoured seats, plus a built-in handle that makes them super-easy to move and carry. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. For help matching chair sizes to tables, please
visit LakeshoreLearning.com. All chairs come assembled.
7 1⁄2" Chair
9 1⁄2" Chair
11 1⁄2" Chair
13 1⁄2" Chair
15 1⁄2" Chair
17 1⁄2" Teacher’s Chair

JJ320
JJ321
JJ322
JJ323
JJ324
JJ325

69.99
79.99
89.99
99.99
119.99
139.99
JJ320

JJ321

JJ322

JJ323

JJ324

JJ325

JJ378 ■ INDIVIDUAL COAT LOCKERS FOR 8
Give children their own personal space to store all their
belongings—with individual lockers for 8 different
students! Our hardwood unit features 8 super-roomy
lockers, each with a safe, rounded coat hook…plus
8 individual cubbies for books, shoes, important
papers and more! Measures 48"w x 11 1⁄2"d x 48"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes
629.00
assembled.
JJ376 ■ INDIVIDUAL COAT LOCKERS FOR 10
Our super-sturdy unit is just like the unit above, but
with individual lockers and cubbies for 10 different
students!
Measures 54"w x 11 1⁄2"d x 48"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes
679.00
assembled.

JJ376
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2 USB ports and
2 AC sockets.

Unit locks to keep
items safe!

CLASSROOM STORAGE UNITS
Rugged birch units come in 3 convenient sizes…so you can
choose the height that’s just right for your classroom! Easyaccess design keeps materials within reach. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. All units come assembled.

JJ195

HEAD START

FF938 ■ MOBILE LOCKING
TEACHER CABINET WITH
POWER
Teachers will love
this versatile and functional
alternative to the traditional
desk! Featuring a standing work
surface with lots of storage and
a charging center, our durable
hardwood unit has 2 locking
drawers to keep supplies secure,
a spacious locking cabinet,
2 USB ports and 2 AC sockets…
the perfect way to maximize
time and space!
Unit is
24"w x 18 1⁄2"d x 45"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty. Simple assembly.
979.00

JJ156 ■ SPACEMAKER STORAGE UNIT
Hardwood unit has shelves and cubbies on top, an
extra-wide space in the middle, plus 10 cubbies
on bottom—great alone or with bins (sold below).
Measures 46"w x 15"d x 36"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Assembled. 599.00
LM120 ■ Clear-View Bins - Set of 10
Each plastic bin is 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high.
96.50

Features 5 spacious
JJ167 ■ Toddler Storage Unit
compartments. 47"w x 11 3⁄4"d x 24"h.
339.00
JJ168 ■ Preschool Storage Unit Like our unit above,
but sized for preschool! 47"w x 11 3⁄4"d x 30"h.
359.00
JJ195 ■ All-Purpose Storage Unit With 3 shelves and
8 roomy compartments. 47"w x 11 3⁄4"d x 36"h.
449.00

JJ168

JJ167

LC1587 ■ LAKESHORE EASY-STACK COT
Our sturdy, tip-proof cot is low to the ground, so kids can’t get hurt if they roll off! It
features safe plas tic ends and rounded cor ners—plus a stretch-resistant,
300-denier polyester cover with heat-sealed seams and a wipe-clean, vinyl-coated
surface. Multiple cots even stack for storage! Measures 513⁄4"w x 211⁄2"d x 41⁄4"h;
sleeping area is 481⁄2" x 19". Lifetime warranty. Assembled.
Each 69.99
LC1597 ■ Lakeshore Easy-Stack Cot - Set of 5
339.00
LAKESHORE COT SHEET
Poly/cotton blend; with elastic bands for a
snug fit. Machine-washable and dryer-safe.
LC1589 ■ Each
13.99
LC1589Z ■ Dozen
159.00
Our durable plastic clips help kids find their cots at naptime!
PP188 ■ Cot Clips - Set of 5
2" x 4" clips snap on to the sides of our cots. With 10 labeling cards.
10.99
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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HEAVY-DUTY FURNITURE

Regular tables adjust from 21" to 30" high.
Low tables adjust from 15" to 24" high.

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
W
ARRANTY

HEAVY-DUTY ADJUSTABLE TABLES
Our tables combine the
appeal of wood with the durability of laminate! Each table has kidfriendly details like rounded corners and vinyl edging, plus a thick,
11⁄4" tabletop that wipes clean and resists scratches and stains. The
sturdy steel legs even adjust to the perfect height…and come with
nylon tips to protect classroom floors! Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly.
HEAVY-DUTY ADJUSTABLE RECTANGULAR TABLES
30" x 36"
30" x 48"
30" x 60"
30" x 78"

Regular Table
DG583 239.00
DG585 249.00
DG587 259.00
DG589 299.00

Low Table
DG584 239.00
DG586 249.00
DG588 259.00
DG590 299.00

Max. seating for
30" x 36" table.

HEAVY-DUTY
ADJUSTABLE
ROUND
TABLES
Regular Table
42" DG579 279.00
48" DG581 299.00
Low Table
42" DG580 279.00
48" DG582 299.00

Max. seating
for 42" table.

Max. seating
for 48" table.

Max. seating for
30" x 48" table.

Max. seating for
30" x 60" table.
Max. seating for
group table.
Max. seating for
30" x 78" table.

HEAVY-DUTY
ADJUSTABLE GROUP
TABLES
48" x 72"

Regular Table
DG577 369.00

Low Table
DG578 369.00

HEAVY-DUTY STACKING CHAIRS
Tough and comfortable classroom chairs—in a wide range
of sizes to seat everyone from toddlers to teachers! Our stackable chairs feature polypropylene seats that
are easy to clean, with contoured backs that make them super-comfy. Plus, the sturdy frames are made of
steel that will last through years of use—while no-scuff nylon tips keep floors looking new! Lifetime warranty.
For help matching chair sizes to tables, please visit
LakeshoreLearning.com. All chairs come assembled.

Stackable!
DG517
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DG515

DG184 ■ HEAVY-DUTY
BIG BIN STORAGE UNIT
Featuring 12 cubbies that work great alone or
with see-inside bins (sold sep. below), this
unit holds everything from art supplies to
manipulatives & more. Made of laminate with
rounded corners & protective edgebands;
unit measures 40 3⁄ 4"w x 18 1⁄ 2"d x 33"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty.
Comes assembled.
679.00
LM122 ■ See-Inside Bins - Set of 12
Plastic; 16 3⁄4" x 12 1⁄4" x 6" high.
119.00
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DG513

DG511

DG509

DG506 ■ 6"
DG508 ■ 71⁄2"
DG509 ■ 91⁄2"
DG511 ■ 111⁄2"
DG513 ■ 131⁄2"
DG515 ■ 151⁄2"
DG508 DG506 DG517 ■ 171⁄2"
Teacher’s Chair

56.99
59.99
69.99
72.99
74.99
87.99
94.99

DG232 ■
HEAVY-DUTY
8-CUBBY UNIT
Our space-saving
unit is perfect for
compact storage!
The wipe-clean
laminate unit has
8 cubbies that can
be used alone or
w i t h c l e a r- v i e w
bins, so it’s easy to
store everything from art materials to manipulatives! 19 1⁄4"w x 15"d x 30"h; rounded corners.
GREENGUARD ® Certified. Lifetime warranty.
Comes assembled. Bins sold sep. below. 349.00
WT111 ■ Clear-View Bins - Set of 8 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high.
78.50
■
DG233 HEAVY-DUTY 20-CUBBY UNIT With 20 cubbies that are great
alone or with clear-view bins. Laminate; 46 1⁄2"w x 15"d x 30"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. Bins sold sep. below. 699.00
LM103 ■ Clear-View Bins - Set of 20 13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high.
190.00
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DG245
DG244

DG215

DG215 ■ HEAVY-DUTY
DG218
LOCKING STORAGE CABINET - 5 FT.
Roomy, locking cabinet keeps supplies securely
stored—and safely out of reach! It features three
spacious shelves, plus wipe-clean laminate surfaces.
30"w x 201⁄2"d x 60"h. GREENGUARD® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Assembly required.
749.00
DG218 ■ HEAVY-DUTY
LOCKING STORAGE CABINET - 6 FT.
Similar to above—with an extra foot of space!
30"w x 23"d x 72"h. GREENGUARD® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Assembly req.
949.00

Key access
for security.

DG244 ■ HELP-YOURSELF
HEAVY-DUTY BOOKSTAND - 3-FOOT WIDE
Our heavy-duty, space-saving unit keeps books easy to see…and
easy to reach! Four sturdy, staggered shelves provide neat, highly
visible display space for lots of books…all at the perfect height for
children to help themselves. Durable laminate bookstand features
wipe-clean surfaces and rounded cor ners for safety.
36"w x 15"d x 30"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty.
Comes assembled.
349.00
DG245 ■ HELP-YOURSELF
HEAVY-DUTY BOOKSTAND - 4-FOOT WIDE
Just like our sturdy unit above, only featuring an extra-wide
design that has room to hold even more books! Rugged laminate
bookstand f e a t u re s e a s y - c a re , w i p e - c l e a n s u r f a c e s .
48"w x 15"d x 30"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty.
Comes assembled.
399.00

DG240 ■ HEAVY-DUTY
STORAGE & COMMUNICATION CENTER
Now you can keep all your students’ belongings and important
papers for their parents together in one convenient
location! Our rugged unit features storage space for 10 children, including 10 roomy cubbies, each with a sturdy, rounded
hook for hanging a backpack or jacket. A shelf above each
cubby works perfectly alone or with our storage trays below to
provide the ideal place for schoolwork, parent notices, art
projects and more. 59"w x 15"d x 48"h; with wipe-clean laminate surfaces and safe, rounded corners. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. Trays sold
separately below.
879.00
LL111 ■ Heavy-Duty Storage Trays - Set of 10
Each is 11" x 14" x 3" high; in 3 colors.
87.50

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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DG236 ■ HEAVY-DUTY
FOLD & ROLL CUBBY UNIT
This sturdy unit is versatile and mobile!
20 convenient cubbies can be used alone or with
our clear-view bins…plus, there are 5 big
compartments for storing larger items. The wipeclean laminate unit folds together with a safe,
continuous hinge and has a lockable catch and
rounded corners for added safety. Unit measures
93"w x 15"d x 33"h when open. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly. Bins
sold separately below.
1,179.00
LM103 ■ Clear-View Bins - Set of 20
20 see-inside, unbreakable plastic bins. Each is
13 1⁄2" x 8" x 5" high.
190.00

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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FLEX-SPACE JR.™

Flex-Space Jr.™ furniture rolls anywhere
to transition your classroom in seconds!

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

34

LK225 ■
FLEX-SPACE JR.™
MOBILE COAT
LOCKERS FOR 10
Our mobile, wipeclean laminate unit has
storage for 10 kids—
including 5 lockers
with rounded hooks
on
both
sides…
10
communication
cubbies that are
great alone or with
our
trays
(sold
sep.
below)…and
5 cubbies on bottom.
Full-steel frame, child-safe edges & four 4" locking casters;
59 3⁄4"w x 20 1⁄8"d x 52 1⁄4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty. Comes assembled.
1,299.00
LM126 ■ Natural Color Storage Trays - Set of 10
Tough plastic trays measure 11" x 14" x 3" high.
89.50
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LK108 ■
FLEX-SPACE JR.™
MOBILE
CLASSROOM NOOK
Give kids a private space
to relax or enjoy a good
book—with a nook that
rolls anywhere! Featuring
an open front and two
side “windows” to keep
children in view, our
mobile unit has a homey
design that kids will love.
Plus, it includes four 4"
casters that securely lock
in place…a rugged, fullsteel frame…and rounded corners for safety. Durable laminate
unit comfortably sits two children and comes with a wipe-clean
vinyl cushion and 3 machine-washable pillows. Measures
47 3⁄8"w x 26 1⁄4"d x 47 7⁄8"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty. Easy assembly.
1,699.00
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Top-quality locking casters
for smooth, full rotation

Full-steel frames for
stability and strength

FLEX-SPACE JR.™ MOBILE STORAGE UNITS
Our convenient mobile storage units let you keep materials
neat and organized—and roll them right where you need them!
Each durable, wipe-clean laminate unit has a full-steel frame
for maximum stability and strength, rounded edges for safety,
plus extra-deep, easy-access shelves to hold a wide variety of
items—from dolls and board games to art paper and bins full
of manipulatives. And with 4 heavy-duty 4" locking casters
that fully rotate, the units are a breeze to move for cleaning or
rearranging your classroom. GREENGUARD® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Both units come assembled.
LK231 ■ Preschool Storage Unit
With 2 rows of extra-deep storage compartments preschoolers
can reach. Measures 46 1⁄2"w x 18 3⁄4"d x 31 1⁄2"h.
699.00
LK232 ■ All-Purpose Storage Unit
Features 3 rows of compartments for lots of versatile storage
options. Measures 46 1⁄2"w x 18 3⁄4"d x 38"h.
799.00

Wipe-clean laminate surfaces
that resist moisture & stains

Smooth, rounded
corners for safety

HEAD START

Our Flex-Space Jr.™
Furniture Features:

LK231

LK232

LK227 ■
FLEX-SPACE JR.™
MOBILE CUBBIES &
SHELVES
STORAGE UNIT
Organize classroom
essentials—large,
small & in between!
Our mobile unit has
2 big shelves, so you
can easily fit oversize
materials. Plus, the
6 cubbies are ideal
for smaller items—
with or without clearview bins (sold sep. below). The wipe-clean laminate unit also
features a full-steel frame…rounded edges…and four 4" locking
casters. Measures 54"w x 18 3⁄4"d x 311⁄2"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
899.00
■
LK126 Flex-Space Jr.™ Clear-View Bins - Set of 6
6 see-inside plastic bins, each 16 3⁄4" x 9" x 4 1⁄2" high.
79.99

LK230 ■
FLEX-SPACE JR.™
MOBILE
HOLDS-IT-ALL
STORAGE UNIT
With 4 rows of extradeep compartments in
a variety of sizes, this
mobile unit holds it all!
Wipe-clean laminate unit
has 2 big compartments
on top, plus a superwide shelf in the middle.
On bottom, there are
8 cubbies—perfect alone or with clear-view bins (sold sep.
below). Unit rolls on four 4" locking casters and has a full-steel
frame, plus rounded edges. 46 1⁄2"w x 18 3⁄4"d x 38"h.
GREENGUARD®
Certified.
Lifetime warranty.
Comes
assembled.
899.00
LK129 ■ Flex-Space Jr.™ Clear-View Bins - Set of 8
8 see-inside plastic bins, each 16 3⁄4" x 9" x 4 1⁄2" high. 109.00

LK244 ■ FLEXSPACE JR.™
MOBILE BOOK
CENTER
Our easy-reach mobile
unit has 3 compartments on top, plus
3 rows of shelves to
display titles where kids
can see them. On
bottom, there are
3 cubbies—for use
with or without our
Natural Color Big Bins
(sold sep. below). The
wipe-clean laminate center has a full-steel frame, rounded edges,
plus four 4" locking casters. 42"w x 18 3⁄4"d x 35 1⁄2"h.
GREENGUARD®
Certified.
Lifetime warranty.
Comes
assembled.
749.00
LM145 ■ Natural Color Big Bins - Set of 3
3 heavy-duty plastic bins, each 16 3⁄4" x 12 1⁄4" x 6" high. 29.99

LK233 ■
FLEX-SPACE JR.™
MOBILE STORAGE
TRAY CENTER
Our
mobile
center
provides easy access to
essential
items—from
manipulatives & everyday
classroom supplies to
artwork and school-tohome communication!
The wipe-clean laminate
center
comes
with
27 removable storage
trays that easily slide in
and out of the extra-deep compartments—with built-in stoppers
to prevent the trays from falling. It even has a full-steel frame
and safe, rounded edges…and conveniently rolls on four
4" locking casters! Center is 41 5⁄8"w x 18 3⁄4"d x 40 1⁄2"h; each
durable plastic tray is 12 1⁄4" x 14 7⁄8" x 3" high. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
1,299.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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FLEX-SPACE JR.™ MOBILE CLASSROOM TABLES

Our mobile tables are a breeze to move—providing the flexibility and versatility every 21st-century early childhood
classroom needs! Each table features a natural-looking, wipe-clean tabletop, with rugged laminate on both the surface
and underside for added durability—surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband to endure years of tough use. The tables
even have full-steel frames for maximum stability and strength, and locking casters for easy and convenient mobility.
Plus, the legs are fully adjustable, so the tables are always at exactly the right height for all of your students.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly. For color-coordinated chairs, see p. 32. For help
matching table sizes to chairs, please visit LakeshoreLearning.com.

LK354

Max. seating
for 42" table.

Max. seating
for 48" table.

MOBILE ROUND TABLES
Tables adjust from 18" to 26" high.
LK354 n 42" Round Table (Shown.) 549.00
LK355 n 48" Round Table
599.00

LK357 n MOBILE GROUP TABLE
Our curved, horseshoe-shaped table keeps children in easy
view and reach of teachers—for all sorts of group activities!
Measures 48" x 72"; adjusts from 18" to 26" high. 799.00

Max. seating for
Mobile Group Table.

LK352

Max. seating for
30" x 36" table.

36

Max. seating for
30" x 48" table.

Max. seating for
30" x 60" table.

MOBILE RECTANGULAR TABLES
Tables adjust from 18" to 26" high.
LK351 n 30" x 36" Rectangular Table
499.00
LK352 n 30" x 48" Rectangular Table (Shown.) 549.00
LK353 n 30" x 60" Rectangular Table
599.00
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Max. seating
for Mobile
Trapezoid Table.

Arrange two trapezoid tables to
seat groups of up to 8 students!

LK356 n MOBILE TRAPEZOID TABLE
Our versatile table seats up to 5 children…or push two tables
together to create even bigger groups! Measures 30" x 60";
adjusts from 18" to 26" high.
589.00
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Just Like Home™ furniture…everything
you need to make learning feel like home!
FF330 n JUST LIKE HOME™ STORAGE CENTER
Maximize space and add a modern, homey feel to any room!
Featuring 5 large divided compartments, our beautiful solid
wood storage center can be used in so many ways—from neatly
storing everyday classroom items to creating easy-access centers for science, math and more! Plus, it’s perfectly sized for
young learners and has smooth, rounded corners for safety.
Center is 47 3⁄4"w x 14"d x 30"h. GREENGUARD® Certified.
Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.
499.00

FF435 n
JUST LIKE HOME™
RECTANGULAR TABLE
Give little learners an inviting space to craft, work in
groups and more! Our table is beautifully constructed from
solid wood and features attractive design details like tapered
legs and sleek, rounded corners. It even has a durable laminate top that wipes clean—for the perfect combination of style
and function! Table is 60"w x 30"d x 21"h. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly. Benches sold
separately below.
499.00

HEAD START

JUST LIKE HOME™ FURNITURE

FF269 n JUST
LIKE HOME™
OVAL TABLE
Our oval table brings the comfort of home right to your classroom! An ideal size for smaller groups, the sturdy hardwood
table features a timeless design that’s visually appealing, including tapered legs built to withstand years of use. Plus, it has
smooth edges for safety & a wipe-clean laminate surface that
helps prevent scratches and stains. Table measures
42"w x 30"d x 21"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly. Chairs sold sep. below.
329.00

FF724

FF268

JUST LIKE HOME™
CUSHIONED BENCHES
Great for use with our rectangular table above or on their own,
these versatile, kid-sized benches provide plenty of soft seating—with a cozy, modern feel! Available in 2 heights, our
48"w x 12"d benches feature solid wood construction for maximum strength, plus a comfy seat covered in durable, textured
vinyl that wipes clean with ease! GREENGUARD® Certified.
Both benches come assembled.
269.00
FF268 n 11 1⁄2" Bench
FF724 n 13 1⁄2" Bench
279.00

FF440
FF723

JUST LIKE HOME™ CUSHIONED CHAIRS
With contemporary lines, our hardwood chairs enhance the look
of any learning space! Plus, the cushioned, textured vinyl seats
are made to withstand daily use and easily wipe clean!
GREENGUARD® Certified. For help matching chair sizes to
tables, please visit LakeshoreLearning.com. Assembled.
FF440 n 11 1⁄2" Chair
119.00
FF723 n 13 1⁄2" Chair
129.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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LM344 ■
JUST LIKE HOME™
CALMING CANOPY
Hang our canopy from the
ceiling and let the sides
drape down—or use the
ties to pull them back for
an airy, open feel! Machinewashable canopy measures over 7 1⁄2 feet tall.
Easy assembly.
89.99
LK657 ■
JUST LIKE HOME™
COMFY COUCH
Our couch has a sturdy
wooden frame and cushy
foam padding, plus a superrugged design that’s made
to last and last! Couch has a
10"-high seat and measures
36"w x 19 3⁄4"d x 20 1⁄2"h.
Comes assembled. 329.00
LK656 ■
JUST LIKE HOME™
COMFY CHAIR
Sized for individual children to sit, rest, read and
more! Super-comfy chair is
25"w x 19 3⁄4"d x 20 1⁄2"h; with
a 10"-high seat. Comes
assembled.
279.00
LM343 ■
JUST LIKE HOME™
COMFY POUF SEAT
Seating wherever you need
it! Our lightweight pouf is
covered in durable textured
vinyl, so it’s a cinch to wipe
clean!
17"w x 10"h.
Assembled.
119.00
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LM344

LM343

JUST LIKE HOME™ CARPETS
Create soft, welcoming spaces in the classroom with comfortable carpets that
capture the essence of home! Featuring calming, nature-inspired prints in muted tones, our soil-resistant nylon carpets provide an ideal spot for children to
enjoy playtime, storytime or quiet time. Plus, the carpets meet a Class I rating
of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the Uniform Building Code.
Guaranteed for 10 years. Please see the chart to order rectangular or round
carpets in your choice of 3 designs.
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LK657
LK656

Price
Seagrass
Natural
Mosaic
Branches

Rectangular
6' x 9'
9' x 12'
329.00
549.00
LK471
LK472

Round
6'
269.00
LK470

LK474

LK475

LK473

LK477

LK479

LK476

12/14/21 3:13 PM

HEAD START

CARPETS
A PLACE FOR EVERYONE
CLASSROOM CARPETS
These bright and inviting carpets feature
big, bold, extra-roomy squares that give
each child their very own space to sit and
play! Plus, the color-coded rows make
it incredibly easy to divide the class
into small groups. Classroom-tough
carpets meet a Class I rating of
NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance
standards of the Uniform Building
Code. Guaranteed for 10 years.
GG477 ■ Classroom Carpet for 12
TT483 ■ Classroom Carpet for 20
LA952 ■ Classroom Carpet for 30

12 squares provide individual seating for up to 12 children. 6 ft. x 8 ft.
20 squares provide organized seating for up to 20 children. 8 ft. x 9 ft.
30 squares seat up to 30 children. Measures 9 ft. x 12 ft. (Shown.)

299.00
419.00
549.00

NATURAL ACCENTS CLASSROOM
CARPETS
Add a natural element to any
space with plush carpets featuring leaves,
cobblestones…and even the ocean floor!
Each soil-resistant nylon carpet is supersoft—providing a welcoming spot for
children to sit, read and play. Perfect
for learning centers, these carpets
meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253
and the fire-resistance standards
of the Uniform Building Code.
Guaranteed for 10 years.
Please see the chart to order
rectangular carpets in your
choice of 3 designs.
Price
Leaves
Ocean
Cobblestone

4' x 6'
159.00
LC840
LC820
LC830

6' x 9'
329.00
LC841
LC821
LC831

9' x 12'
549.00
LC842
LC822
LC832

COMFY CLASSROOM CARPETS
These extra-plush carpets are made of
thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber
that’s incredibly cozy—yet rugged
enough to withstand the toughest
classroom use! The carpets come
in a variety of sizes, so it’s easy
to provide comfortable seating
anywhere in the classroom.
Best of all, the carpets
feature rich, inviting colors
that resist fading year
after year…with a
sturdy, flexible backing that provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.
Carpets meet a Class II rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards
of the Uniform Building Code. Guaranteed for 10 years. Please see the
chart to order rectangular or round carpets in your choice of 4 colors.
4' x 6'
Price
129.00
Charcoal
LC142
Navy Blue
LC162
Forest Green LC112
Plum
LC152

Rectangular
6' x 9'
9' x 12'
239.00
LC141
LC161
LC121
LC151

399.00
LC140
LC160
LC110
LC150

Round
6'

9'

179.00
LC116
LC118
LC115
LC117

379.00
LC102
LC109
LC101
LC103

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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FAMILY ENGAGEMENT
GG650X ■ FAMILY ENGAGEMENT
MATH PACKS - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* We’ve packed
fun math practice into these take-home packs—with engaging
games both children and parents will love! Each sturdy vinyl
pouch includes everything families need to play a math game
and practice skills like counting, shape recognition and more.
Plus, each pack comes with a simple, step-by-step instruction
card in English and Spanish…so busy families can jump right in!
8 packs. Rack sold separately below.
239.00
GG651 ■ Storage Rack
Metal rack organizes and
stores up to 8 math packs.
16" x 21".
49.99

GG640X ■ FAMILY ENGAGEMENT
LANGUAGE PACKS - COMPLETE SET
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* We’ve packed
fun language practice into these take-home packs—with
engaging games both children and parents will love! Each
sturdy vinyl pouch includes everything families need to play a
language game to practice rhyming, vocabulary and more.
Plus, each pack comes with a simple, step-by-step instruction
card in English and Spanish…so busy families can jump right
in! 8 packs. Rack sold separately below.
239.00
GG651 ■ Storage Rack
Metal rack organizes and
stores up to 8 language
packs. 16" x 21". 49.99
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PP116 ■ SORT & STORE BOOK TOTES Our colorful totes
make it easy to sort, carry and store classroom books! Ideal for
sending books home with students, storytelling kits and more,
each sturdy canvas tote has a label holder in front, plus a clear vinyl
window to see inside. 4 totes in 4 colors, with reinforced bottoms
and hook & loop closures. Each is 12 1⁄2" x 14 1⁄2".
29.99

AA295 ■ SCHOOL-TO-HOME ORGANIZER
Projects won’t get lost in the shuffle with this handy
organizer! It has 2 big pockets for homework, books and
more, each with a blank card in front for communicating
information to parents. Vinyl; with a hook & loop closure.
Measures 10" x 13".
Each 7.99
AA295X ■ School-To-Home
Organizer - Set of 10
69.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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APPROACHES
TO LEARNING

Sub-Domains:
■
■
■

Emotional and Behavioral Self-Regulation
Cognitive Self-Regulation (Executive Functioning)
Initiative and Curiosity
Creativity

HEAD START

■

DD420

DD430

DD420
CALMING COLORS® PREMIUM BEANBAG
SEAT Perfect for reading areas and other small spaces, our
beanbag provides cozy seating in relaxing colors! Its wipeclean vinyl cover includes a stitch-closed zipper to keep the
polystyrene beads inside. Seat measures 30"w x 21"h.
Please specify color: sage green or sky blue.
79.99
DD430 ■ CALMING COLORS® PREMIUM TEARDROP
BEANBAG SEAT Similar to our beanbag above—only with
a higher backrest for added support. 30"w x 32"h. Please
specify color: sage green or sky blue.
89.99
■

LC805 ■ QUIET TIME PRIVACY CUBE
Our sturdy
wooden cube keeps kids in view…while providing a distractionfree environment where they can rest or read. Cube measures
29"w x 301⁄2"d x 291⁄2"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime
warranty. Assembly required. Cushion sold sep.
319.00
LC806 ■ Privacy Cube Cushion Soft vinyl cushion offers
extra comfort. Measures approximately 27 3⁄4" x 28 7⁄8". 59.99

Gel-Bead Emotion
Friends

Mindful Breathing Board

Calm Down Cubes

RE437 ■ FEELINGS & EMOTIONS PAPERBACK
LIBRARY With simple, reassuring language, plus
expressive photos & illustrations, this collection helps
kids recognize a variety of emotions—and learn positive ways to express their feelings! 12 books. 94.50

Find Your Feelings Emotion Slider

EE950X ■ CLASSROOM CALMING KIT Our kit is
packed with tools that help regulate emotions! You get an
emotion slider to help kids label feelings…4 squeezable gelbead “friends”…a wooden board to guide kids through
mindful breathing…12 picture cubes featuring calming
activities…and an easy-grip spinner! Slider is 11". 59.99
EE951 ■ Gel-Bead Emotion Friends
14.99
EE952 ■ Mindful Breathing Board
12.99
EE953 ■ Calm Down Cubes
12.99
EE957 ■ Find Your Feelings Emotion Slider 9.99
EE959 ■ Watch-It-Whirl Spiral Spinner
9.99

LC959 ■ FILL A BUCKET
STORYTELLING KIT
Boost early literacy and socialemotional skills—with this kit that
brings Fill a Bucket to life! A readyto-use bucket and 10 washable,
soft-sewn pieces let kids act out
the tale as they explore kindness
and self-awareness. Plus, all the
pieces fit inside the bucket for
easy storage! Includes an activity
guide. Bucket is 5" tall. Hardcover
book sold separately.
39.99
BK939 ■ Fill a Bucket
Hardcover Book
9.95

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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FF431 ■ MOODS & EMOTIONS PUZZLE SET
Children explore feelings & moods…as they piece together
photo puzzles featuring kids like themselves! Each wooden
puzzle represents a different emotion—from happy & angry
to silly & scared—and they have raised pieces for easy handling. Eight 9" x 12" puzzles, each 8-10 pieces.
89.99

LC933 ■ CREATE-A-BURGER SEQUENCING STACKER
Children build one delicious burger after the next—developing
sequencing and fine motor skills as they go! Kids choose a
card showing a mix of ingredients, and then stack pieces
onto the base to match the order shown. You get 10 activity
cards, a wooden base and 7 wooden ingredient pieces.
Each card is 51⁄2".
19.99

Shown: The Three Billy Goats Gruff

PP640X ■ FAIRY TALES PROBLEM SOLVING STEM KITS CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Kids engineer
happier endings to fairy tales—as they design a house that can’t be blown down, construct a bridge that keeps 3 goats safe and
build a chair Goldilocks can’t break! 3 kits, each with a STEM story card, building materials, lesson plans and full support. 159.00
Each kit is also available separately.
PP638 ■ The Three Billy Goats Gruff Kit 35 wooden blocks, 3 goats, a 4" troll, cards and a guide. (Shown.)
59.99
PP637 ■ The Three Little Pigs Kit 18 foam blocks, 36 panels, 3 pigs, a wolf, cards and a guide. Blocks are 11⁄2". 49.99
PP639 ■ Goldilocks & the Three Bears Kit 76 pieces, 4 figures, cards and a guide. Longest piece is 53⁄8".
49.99
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PP750X ■ DESIGN & BUILD
ENGINEERING CENTERS
 CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Our building
centers teach kids to look closer at
real-life designs—and make original
structures that use the same
elements! Promoting open-ended
building with minimal teacher input,
each center includes photo cards
with design details, plus all the
pieces kids need. 3 centers, each
in an 11 1⁄2" plastic tub. 149.00
Each center is also avail. sep.
PP751 ■ Bridge Building
Center
480 plastic pieces
and 8 photo cards.
49.99
PP752 ■ Vehicle Building
Center 60 plastic pieces and
8 photo cards.
39.99
PP753 ■ House Building
Center
130 plastic pieces
and 8 photo cards.
59.99

Bridge Building

Vehicle Building

House Building

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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LL559 ■ LIGHT TABLE PEGS & PEGBOARD - 4 SETS
Create unique light-up patterns and designs with our translucent
pegs and pegboards! Kids just place the jumbo pegs into a board
on any light table—creating one-of-a-kind designs that really shine!
144 pegs and 4 pegboards; pegboards are 91⁄4" x 91⁄4".
89.99

TT231 ■ JUMBO SIMPLE
MACHINE BUILDERS
 CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*
Children get hands on with
STEM as they build jumbo-size
simple machines! From a realworking dolly to a pulley system,
kids can design and construct
different contraptions—boosting
fine motor skills as they explore
motion, weight, gravity and
more. Plus, our set includes kidfriendly materials like predrilled
wooden boards and easy-grip
nuts & bolts—no tools required!
279 pieces; longest board is
37 1⁄2". Bucket not incl. 499.00

HEAD START

LL646 ■ COLOR-CHANGING LIGHT TABLE
Use our spacious table to encourage light and
color exploration…and even inspire scientific
inquiry! An extra-wide surface lets lots of children
play and explore as the table lights up in 4 vibrant
colors. Plus, a handy remote makes it easy to
dim the lights, change up the colors…or make
the lights flash through the rainbow. Plug-in,
411⁄2"w x 20"d x 20"h table features a wooden
frame and an acrylic, LED-illuminated surface that
stays cool—even after extended use. Simple
assembly.
799.00
LL526 ■ SPACE-SAVER COLOR-CHANGING
LIGHT TABLE Our hardwood table features a
big illuminated surface that displays 4 vibrant
colors…and has plenty of room for building and
exploring. Measures 20"w x 20"d x 20"h. Simple
assembly.
479.00

Tables display 4 glowing colors!

LC590X ■ LIGHT TABLE MANIPULATIVE CENTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Perfect
for practice with counting, creating color combinations &
more, our tubs come in a metal storage rack that gives
kids easy access to the materials they need! 20 5⁄8" rack
includes 8 tubs—for over 1,000 plastic pieces! 109.00

GG481 ■ JUMBO MAGNETIC GEARS This jumbosize set is big fun for little hands! Kids simply stick the gears
onto a large magnetic surface…slide the interchangeable
pieces together…then turn a handle to start the spinning—
exploring cause & effect and more! 10 plastic gears in five
colors & 2 sizes, plus guide; large gears are 11 1⁄4". 129.00

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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LA583 ■
STAND-UP
MAGNETIC
DESIGN CENTER
Double-sided wood
board has two giant
magnetic write &
wipe surfaces, plus a
super-sturdy base
with built-in storage.
The design board is
22"w 11 3⁄4"d x 33"h.
Easy assembly.
149.00

LA214 ■ JUMBO MAGNETIC BUILDING TILES
Our gigantic translucent tiles invite kids to build structures as big
as they can imagine! The pieces have super-strong magnets
safely built in, so they stick together on every side and from any
angle. Plus, as children construct structures with the tiles, they
get an early introduction to magnetism. 24 rugged plastic tiles in
2 shapes and 4 colors; squares are 12".
439.00

PP777 ■ CREATE-A-PATH MAGNETIC CENTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.* The pathbuilding pieces in our center stick to any magnetic surface…so
it’s easy for kids to build, test and reconfigure a variety of pathways—sharpening STEM problem-solving skills as they create!
Includes 150 foam balls, a ball cup, plus 11 translucent plastic
pipes with funnels that give kids a clear view of the action.
Largest piece measures 53⁄4". Board sold separately. 59.99

EE290 ■ DESIGN & BUILD WATER BLOCKS
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Turn any water play area into the perfect space for creative building! When
our floating blocks get wet, they stick to each other like magic,
making it easy for kids to create cityscapes, boats and more!
You get 30 durable foam pieces, a mesh storage bag and a
guide. Platform piece is 7 1⁄2".
29.99

HH238 ■ TREEHOUSE IMAGINATION BUILDERS
From bridges and leafy canopies to a crow’s nest and “rope”
ladders, our imagination-inspiring set includes everything kids
need to build their own miniature treehouse—any way they like!
Each charming piece is molded with realistic textures and vibrant
details…and they all snap together with ease. You get 40 durable
plastic builders; largest is 8 1⁄8". Dolls sold separately.
59.99
HH239 ■ Pose & Play Kids - Set of 4
Flexible plastic dolls have bendable arms and legs. Set of 4;
tallest is 3 1⁄2".
16.99

Storage
box keeps
pieces
organized!
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FF253 ■ RAMPS & BALLS EXPLORATION SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Ramp up any block play area! Kids can use our
durable wooden ramps and balls—both in 3 sizes—
with hardwood unit blocks to create tons of different
paths…then send the balls rolling to test them out.
As kids build, test and experiment, they’ll develop
critical thinking, early STEM skills and more! 30 pieces;
longest ramp is 33". Unit blocks not incl.
149.00
FF260 ■ Ramps & Balls Storage Box
Our wooden storage box features 4 different
compartments to make ramps and balls easy for kids to
grab and put away. 15" tall. Assembled.
59.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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HEAD START
PP723 ■ REAL-WORKING CASH REGISTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our cash register really works! The built-in calculator and solarpowered digital display let students practice math skills as they
play and keep track of purchases. The cash drawer even pops
open so children can make change! 101⁄2" wide; with a “credit
card,” play money and more. 2 “AAA” batt. (not incl.). 39.99

LA266 ■ PRETEND & PLAY MARKET
Bring the corner grocery store right into the classroom…with
a realistic market sized just for kids! Our sturdy hardwood
market has angled shelving in front—great for displaying fresh
produce in our grocery baskets (sold separately)…a
chalkboard sign for writing daily specials…and spacious
shelves underneath for cans, cartons and jars. A roomy
countertop offers lots of space for kids to bag groceries and
make sales…and there’s even storage in back for easy
restocking! 35"w x 171⁄2"d x 52"h. Some assembly required.
Accessories not included.
479.00
RR959 ■ Grocery Baskets - Set of 3
Sturdy plastic baskets have easy-grip handles; each basket is
11" x 81⁄2" x 5" high.
21.99

PP111 ■ REAL-SIZE CLASSROOM FOOD SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Kids can’t wait to shop and play—with lifelike groceries that
are just as big as the real thing! Our set includes a roomy storage tote packed with a healthy assortment from all the food
groups—from baskets of berries to a carton of eggs. Plus, the
pieces are made of rugged plastic and vinyl for years and
years of active use. 100 pieces; banana is 8" long.
99.50

PP871 ■ CASTLE BLOCKS
CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* With our enchanting hardwood blocks,
kids can create a fascinating fortress, spacious palace and
more! Our durable, stackable blocks come in 12 unique
shapes and are printed on every side with a medieval theme—
so kids can construct castles from all directions! Set of
60 blocks; largest is 6". Not scaled to unit blocks.
79.99

FA415X ■ KID-SAFE APPLIANCES
Children get cooking with these realistic appliances…and
enjoy all the sights, sounds and actions of a real bustling
kitchen! The set includes a blender, a mixer and a coffee
maker—all with safe, rounded parts that really whirl, stir and
drip! Made of sturdy plastic; coffee maker is 81⁄4" tall. You
get all 3 appliances shown. Each requires 2 “AA” batteries
(not included).
59.99
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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LC622X ■ LAKESHORE DRAMATIC PLAY TABLE COMPLETE SET  CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Our versatile table features 2 sturdy,
scratch-resistant play environments—just flip to switch
between a nature scene and a cityscape! Then kids use the
included plastic animals, vehicles and more to bring each
scene to life! Plus, the table has 2 cubbies on each side and
comes with 4 bins for easy-reach storage. Wooden table
is 30"w x 25 1⁄2"d x 21"h. Easy assembly.
579.00

Double-sided play surface flips to reveal a city scene!

AA124 ■ LAKESHORE CAREER HAT COLLECTION
Our super-rugged hats are made especially for school use…
with a heavy-duty plastic design
that’s easy to clean—and completely disinfect! They’ll even
stand up to repeated washing
with bleach! Plus, the realistically detailed hats feature
adjustable headbands—to fit
every child in the class. Set of
Easy to clean inside and out!
8 hats.
89.99
PP478 ■ ADVENTURE DRESS-UP TRUNK
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Add adventure
to pretend play with realistic costumes fit for excitement and
discovery! Our dress-up set invites children to role-play 3 different
characters—an aviator, an outback explorer and an archaeologist—
or mix & match to create countless looks. Plus, the costumes are
designed with hook & loop closures, so they’re a cinch to put on
and take off. You get 16 dress-up pieces, including a jacket, a
vest, hats and accessories—all in a 17 1⁄2" x 14" x 13 1⁄8" plastic
storage trunk. Fits ages 3 to 5.
199.00

46

LC355X ■ LAKESHORE MULTICULTURAL CLOTHING SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* From a Mexican falda and blusa to a Japanese happi coat, our traditional attire lets
children experience clothing from cultures around the world! The outfits are a cinch for children to put on and take off…and they’re
machine-washable for super-easy care. Clothing fits ages 3 to 6. Set of all 6 outfits shown.
229.00
*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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Sub-Domains:
■
■
■
■

Relationships with Adults
Relationships with Other Children
Emotional Functioning
Sense of Identity and Belonging

HH344 ■ STACK & BUILD EMOTION KIDS
Kids explore the various ways people show their feelings—and
learn how body language can help us recognize emotions!
Children just stack 15 colorful, self-checking wooden blocks
onto the 12" hardwood base, matching up facial expressions
with arm and leg positions to create figures representing 5 different emotions.
29.99

AA708 ■ MOODS & EMOTIONS MIRRORS
Children identify and understand a range of moods and emotions…with skill-building mirrors that boost social-emotional
awareness! Each has a safe, shatterproof mirror on one side
and an expressive photo on the other—helping kids recognize
and identify each emotion in themselves! Set of 6 plastic,
8 1⁄4" mirrors with chubby, easy-grip handles.
39.99

EE612 ■ LAKESHORE CHARACTER KIDS
Cooperative, kind, responsible, honest and brave—these are
the traits our Lakeshore superheroes stand for! Equipped with
removable bases, the characters function as play figures…or
visible rewards for children who demonstrate positive traits. You
get 5 squeezable plastic figures; each is 6".
39.99
EE613 ■ CHARACTER KIDS SAVE THE DAY!
HARDCOVER BOOK
An ordinary school day becomes
extraordinary with the Lakeshore Character Kids! They save
the day with special powers—like honesty and kindness—and
teach children the value of sharing, facing their fears and more.
With 26 rhyme-filled pages.
16.99

LC170 ■ PEOPLE SHAPES™ PROJECT KIT
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
With our all-in-one kit, kids can create self-portraits,
storybook characters and more! You get everything you
need for no-fail collaging, including 24 People Shapes in
12 realistic skin tones, plus craft hair, sequins, glue, craft
sticks and more!
32.99
LC169 ■ Extra People Shapes™
24 chipboard people; each is 8".
9.99

PP184 ■ MOODS &
EMOTIONS POSTER PACK
Happy, sad, angry, proud…
these posters help students
understand and accept a wide
range of moods and emotions!
We’ve included 20 posters
designed to get children talking
about their feelings. With a
guide; each poster is 11" x 16".
32.99
FF465 ■ MOODS &
EMOTIONS BOOK SET
Six engaging paperback
books help young children explore different
emotions and learn how
to deal with them.
24 pages each.
49.99

EE359 ■ MOODS & EMOTIONS WOODEN MATCH-UPS
Kids identify moods and emotions with our easy-to-use illustrated
puzzles! Each self-correcting 2-piece
puzzle features a relatable scenario on
one half and a corresponding emoji on
the other—so kids make a visual
connection
between
everyday
situations and feelings.
You get
24 wooden puzzles in a sturdy box;
puzzles measure 3 1⁄4" x 7 1⁄4". 29.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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FF185 ■
COZY CORNER
CANOPY
Perfect alone or with
our Soft & Safe
Tree Seats below, this
canopy creates an
inviting
place
for
children to take a break
and enjoy a book! The
nature-themed canopy
features tiebacks at the
opening and a handy
tie on top that can be
attached to any sturdy
ceiling hook.
Mesh
nylon canopy measures
8 feet tall.
79.99
Includes 3 removable
gates to create individual
water sections—or to
control the flow of water!

RR790 ■ SOFT & SAFE
TREE SEATS - SET OF 3
Bring a touch of nature indoors!
Featuring a charming tree-trunk design, our kid-friendly seats
are made of soft yet dense foam…and they’re covered in easyclean vinyl that’s perfect for reading nooks and more! Set of
3 seats; each is 15 1⁄2" in diameter and 10" high.
249.00

LA526 ■ WATCH IT FLOW! WATER TABLE
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Bring the magic
of a wild, rolling river to water play! Made of sturdy, all-weather
plastic, our unique water table features 3 sections designed to look
like logs. Children just pour water or use a hose…and watch the
water flow. Plus, it includes 3 removable gates that make it easy to
control the flow of water…or create 3 individual water tubs! You
can even use a bin (sold separately) to catch and reuse the water.
Each log measures 36" long. Assembly required.
599.00
WT365 ■ Large Water Bin
Plastic, see-inside bin is
171⁄4" x 13 3⁄4" x 8" high.
19.99

Clean
Water

48

FF349 ■ LAKESHORE HARDWOOD HOLLOW BLOCKS
Our hollow blocks are lightweight and easy to grip—and
best of all, they’re perfectly scaled to unit blocks…so
you can combine them for unlimited imaginative building!
Durable blocks are smoothly sanded and evenly beveled for
easy stacking. 23-piece set is made of hardwood; largest
blocks measure 2 3⁄4" x 5 1⁄2" x 22" long.
379.00

Dirty
Water

LC737 ■ PUMP & PLAY MUD KITCHEN
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Kids get as
creative—and messy—as they want with our outdoor mud
kitchen! The rugged plastic unit features a real-working sink on
top that pumps clean water from the clean-water tub into the
main basin…a chunky plug that easily lifts out to drain water and
mud from the sink into the dirty-water tub…a shelf and hooks
for storing accessories (sold sep.)…and a roomy, easy-clean
surface for molding muddy masterpieces! All 3 tubs easily
remove for cleaning, and kids can even wash up in the sink!
46 1⁄2"w x 24"d x 43"h. Assembly required.
899.00
LC738 ■ Mud Kitchen Playset
Includes two 6 1⁄2" pie
plates, 2 bowls, 6 utensils and a utensil holder.
49.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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DD546 ■ PLAY-ALL-AROUND DOLLHOUSE
Our dollhouse has plenty of room for group play…with
an interior that’s accessible from 4 sides! The dollhouse
features sturdy hardwood construction, plus a plexiglas
roof that offers a clear view inside. The open design
provides easy access…and encourages cooperative
play! Scaled to our Play-All-Around Dollhouse Furniture
and Pose & Play Families (sold sep. below). Measures
211⁄2"w x 24 1⁄2"d x 22 3⁄4"h. Comes assembled. 249.00
DD545 ■ Play-All-Around Dollhouse Furniture
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Perfect for our Play-All-Around Dollhouse above, our
set includes 50 heavy-duty hardwood pieces designed
for rugged classroom use…and the pieces are all
color-coded by room for super-easy setup. Bathtub
measures 6 3⁄4".
149.00
bedroom 1

DD966

bathroom

bedroom 2

living room

DD967

DD965X ■ LAKESHORE
POSE & PLAY FAMILIES - COMPLETE SET
These adorable multi-ethnic dolls are made from flexible plastic—so
they’re fully poseable! Featuring bendable arms and legs, the dolls are
super-easy to stand up and pose. Each family includes 5 easy-clean
dolls that are perfect for use in our Play-All-Around Dollhouse (sold
separately); fathers measure 4 3⁄4" tall. Set of all 4 families.
95.00

FF922 ■ ALL ABOUT ME THEME BOX
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Children learn all about themselves…with hands-on lessons
that help them discover their unique traits! Our theme box is
packed with photo cards, name puzzles, a mirror and more.
Plus, you get a guide filled with activities that cover 10 curriculum
areas—from math to dramatic play. In a plastic tub. 69.99
RE971 ■ All About Me Theme Book Library 5 different
paperback books filled with simple text. (Not shown.)
33.50

DD968

DD969

Each family is also available separately.
DD966 ■ Hispanic Family
DD967 ■ African American Family
DD968 ■ Caucasian Family
DD969 ■ Asian Family

24.99
24.99
24.99
24.99

JJ972 ■ DIFFERING ABILITIES PUZZLE SET
A boy with leg braces planting a garden, a girl in a wheelchair
playing baseball, and more…our beautifully illustrated puzzles
show that children of all abilities have a lot in common! Each
sturdy hardwood puzzle features just 9-10 chunky pieces that
are raised for easy handling…plus rounded corners for safety.
Set of 6 puzzles; each measures 9" x 12".
69.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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LC437

LC436
LC435

LC430X ■ WASHABLE DOLLS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
With unique embroidered features and beautiful, traditional
attire, our dolls help children explore cultures from all over the
world! Each 12" soft-sewn doll has a permanently attached outfit and is fully machine-washable...and super-cuddly! Set of
6 dolls.
159.00

GG995X ■ LAKESHORE MULTICULTURAL
STORYTELLING KITS - COMPLETE SET

Celebrate diversity with beautifully illustrated
storytelling props depicting characters and scenes
from heartwarming multicultural tales! Perfect for
use on any hook & loop-receptive surface, the softstuffed cloth pieces are sure to enrich storytime! All
6 kits shown. Hardcover books sold separately.

199.00

LC382

Each doll is also available separately.
LC437 ■ Indian Girl
LC435 ■ Russian Boy
LC436 ■ Ghanaian Girl
LC434 ■ Chinese Boy
LC433 ■ Mexican Girl
LC382 ■ Peruvian Boy

Title
Festival of Colors

Storytelling Kit
GG970 34.99

27.99
27.99
27.99
27.99
27.99
27.99

Hardcover Book
BK311
17.99

Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match

GG974

34.99

BK314

18.95

Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story

GG996

34.99

BK316

18.99

Bedtime Bonnet

GG997

34.99

BK317

17.99

Amy Wu and the Perfect Bao

GG998

34.99

BK318

17.99

Under My Hijab

GG999

34.99

BK319

18.95

EE609 ■ MY
FEELINGS JOURNAL
Kids express their emotions as they color an
emoji on each page to
show how they’re feeling
that day—then draw and
write about it! Journal
measures 8" x 10 1⁄2";
60 pages.
4.29
EE610 ■ My Feelings
Journal Set of 10
39.99

50

LC433
LC434

EE621 ■
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
PHOTO LIBRARY
Get kids talking about
feelings, character traits
and more—with 100 photo
cards
that
promote
social-emotional
understanding! Featuring
a photo on front and
corresponding text on
back, the 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4"
cards cover 8 kid-friendly
categories.
29.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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LANGUAGE AND
COMMUNICATION

■
■
■

Attending and Understanding
Communicating and Speaking
Vocabulary

HEAD START

LC546 ■ CIRCLE TIME LEARNING CENTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Give kids daily practice with calendar concepts, the alphabet,
counting and more! Our pocket chart features over 200 cards
designed for circle time—from calendar cards that teach days
and months to picture cards that explore rhyming words,
colors, shapes and more. You also get tactile letter cards, a
“gumball machine” with gumball counters and a weather
spinner with stick-on clothing pieces! The 40" x 411⁄2" chart
features storage pockets and grommets for hanging, plus all
the cards and pieces to complete each activity.
99.50

Sub-Domains:

DD336 ■ BUILDING LANGUAGE LOTTO
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Our hands-on
matching game helps kids recognize and name tons of everyday words…and build classification skills as they play! Superinvolving game features 36 realistic manipulatives…plus 6 big
activity cards that provide 2 levels of play. Beginners can
match manipulatives to corresponding photos on their activity
cards…while advancing students can flip the cards over,
matching objects to each category—without picture clues!
Activity cards measure 8" x 10".
49.99

AA248 ■ BUILDING LANGUAGE PHOTO LIBRARY
270 cards have an enticing photo on front and the name of
the object on back, encouraging children to discuss each
picture…and build vocabulary and communication skills
along the way! The cards measure 41⁄2" x 53⁄4"; with blank
cards to add your own words. (Shown.)
49.99
■
AA238 BUILDING LANGUAGE PHOTO LIBRARY SPANISH/ENGLISH
49.99

KT2902 ■ EVERYDAY SONGS & ACTIVITIES BOX
This handy box comes packed with ready-to-use materials that
promote early learning, reinforce positive behaviors and ease transitions! You get 12 everyday learning songs charts and a CD, plus
18 daily routine cards, 5 transition time activities flip books, and
9 class signs and pointers. Set includes 47 pieces.
79.99

TT934 ■ LAKESHORE NONFICTION EMERGENT
READERS Introduce early learners to nonfiction! These
20 full-color books feature simple text with plenty of sightwords…plus captivating photographs that give kids the
clues they need to read new words. Each 8-page book
includes a picture glossary.
49.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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FF198 ■ VOCABULARY FOLDER GAME LIBRARY
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* As children
play our exciting folder games, they get independent,
hands-on practice with opposites, positional words, number
and color words, and more! The library features 10 selfchecking folder games covering 7 essential language skills.
Kids select a game and the corresponding pouch of game
pieces…then just follow the picture instructions for tons of
skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come precut and
sorted—so there’s no prep work required! Comes in a
sturdy storage box; folders are 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8".
39.99

FF955X ■ STORY SEQUENCING CARDS - COMPLETE
SET Watch a girl build a snowman, a dog fetch a bone and
more…with simple picture stories that are lots of fun to
sequence! Kids just arrange 3-6 cards in logical order to
complete each sequence…then turn the cards over to check
their work! 3 sets, each with 48 cards and 8-16 sequences.
Cards are 3 3⁄4" x 41⁄2".
39.99

EE930X ■ EARLY LANGUAGE ACTIVITY BOXES CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Prepare children for reading
with lots of practice in problem solving! Each box includes activity mats and realistic miniatures that build skills in size comparison, sorting
and matching—hands on. Set of 3 boxes, each with 24 manipulatives and 6-9 activity mats; largest mat measures 7" x 10".
69.99

52

Shown: Category Sorting DD755X ■ MAGNETIC LANGUAGE LEARNING RODS COMPLETE SET  CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Our magnetic rods give kids tons of practice
with early language skills! Each durable wooden rod is magnetic—
and shows a descriptive word, category or sequencing topic for
kids to match. Kids simply place magnets right on each rod…to
sort objects into the correct category, identify items that match a
descriptive word or arrange magnets in a logical sequence. You
get all 3 sets, each with 8 rods, 32 magnets and an activity guide.
Rods measure 9" long.
115.00
DD761 ■ Descriptive Words Kids match items to descriptive
words, such as tall and soft.
39.99
DD759 ■ Category Sorting
Kids sort what belongs in a
closet, a toolbox and more. (Shown.)
39.99
■
DD760 Sequencing
Kids sequence the steps to bake a
cake, wash a dog and more.
39.99
*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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LITERACY

Sub-Domains:

TT822 ■ BEGINNING SOUNDS INSTANT LEARNING
CENTER  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Watch students identify beginning sounds—with a ready-to-use
activity center they explore on their own! Our instant center is
designed for independent use: Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students use illustrated activity
mats and picture pieces to explore beginning sounds at their
own pace! You get materials for up to 4 children to work at
once, including a double-sided instruction chart and simple
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. With
64 game pieces, 16 activity mats, 4 drawstring bags, plus a
write & wipe assessment card.
39.99

B says /b/…
I can hear
myself talking!

Phonological Awareness
Print and Alphabet Knowledge
Comprehension and Text Structure
Writing

HEAD START

■
■
■
■

FF196 ■ PHONEMIC AWARENESS
FOLDER GAME LIBRARY
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* As children
play our exciting folder games, they get independent, handson practice with beginning sounds, rhyming sounds, syllable
counting and more! The library features 10 self-checking
folder games covering 6 essential language skills. Kids select
a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces…then
just follow the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun.
Plus, all the pieces come precut and sorted—so there’s no
prep work required! Comes in a sturdy storage box; folders
are 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8".
39.99

EE538 ■ HEAR MYSELF
SOUND PHONE
This ingenious phone lets kids
hear themselves talk…and really
focus on every sound they make!
Perfect for exploring letter sounds,
phoneme
blending,
sound
manipulation and more, the
6 3⁄4" molded plastic phone is sized
just right for kids.
Handle is
lightweight and easy to grip. 5.99

Just open the
magnetic roof to
collect the tiles!

JJ157 ■ WHAT’S THE RHYME? SORTING HOUSES
Students master rhyming sounds as they match word tiles to
our cute houses…and drop them in! Each chipboard house
has a word on front and a picture clue to help identify the
rhyming sound. Self-checking set includes 10 houses and
50 tiles; each house measures 4 3⁄8".
29.99

AA410X ■ MATCH-A-SOUND!
PHONEMIC AWARENESS BOXES - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our activity boxes feature cute manipulatives and activity
mats that focus on beginning, ending or rhyming sounds.
Kids search for 3 objects that have the same sound pictured
on the mat…like matching a cat, rat and bat to the picture of
a hat! Each box includes 30 manipulatives and 10 mats. You
get all 3 boxes; mats are 9" x 9".
149.00
Each box is also available separately.
AA413 ■ Rhyming Sounds
49.99
AA412 ■ Ending Sounds
49.99
AA411 ■ Beginning Sounds (Shown.)
49.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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Shown: Find the Letter

LC740X ■ LEARNING LETTERS
ACTIVITY CENTERS - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Get children excited
about alphabet practice with our innovative activity centers! Each
skill-building center gives students a hands-on way to explore letters.
Children just follow simple and engaging prompts to search for letters
in a sensory “treasure chest,” build letters piece by piece using snaptogether parts, and practice printing perfect letters on mini magic
boards. Set of all 3 centers—each ideal for early learners.
69.99
Each center is also available separately.
LC742 ■ Find the Letter
You get 8 cards, 26 plastic uppercase
letters, 2 tweezers and a 6 1⁄2" chest with plastic pellets. (Shown.)
24.99
LC743 ■ Build the Letter Includes 26 double-sided activity cards
and 28 snap-together letter builders. Longest builder is 4". 24.99
LC744 ■ Write the Letter Comes with two 5 1⁄2" magic boards
and 2 flip books to help kids practice letter formation.
24.99

Magnetic pieces click
together to form letters!

54

LC568 ■ MAGNETIC LETTER BUILDERS STARTER SET
Help children master the lines and curves
that form uppercase letters! Kids simply grab a letter card
and use the magnetic builders to copy the shape of the letter.
The plastic pieces stick together at any angle—for frustrationfree practice every time, with or without the letter cards.
24 pieces in 4 designs, 26 letter cards and a guide; long bars
are 6".
49.99

TACTILE LETTERS A super-engaging way to explore the
alphabet…right at children’s fingertips! Our 4" x 5" activity
cards feature extra-big letters with a special textured surface…
students just trace each letter with their fingers to develop prewriting skills and letter recognition—and master the strokes
they’ll need to start printing! Each set has 26 cards.
EE258 ■ Uppercase Tactile Letters
17.99
EE259 ■ Lowercase Tactile Letters
17.99

EE496 ■ CONSTRUCT-A-LETTER ACTIVITY CENTER
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Construct a letter with every tap! Kids just grab an activity
card and use the builders to form the letter on the burlapcovered foam board…then connect the builders with the
nails, reinforcing letter formation as they go! 26 cards,
40 builders, 36 plastic nails, a 12" board with a reusable
cover and a kid-safe plastic hammer.
49.99
LC954 ■ Replacement Hammering Board
8.99

FF945 ■ ALPHABET THEME BOX
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Children learn all about the alphabet…with comprehensive,
hands-on lessons that span the curriculum! From letter
stamps to cookie cutters, our theme box is packed with
materials that help children explore letters and their sounds.
Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving activities that
cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play.
Materials come in a plastic tub.
69.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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LC126 ■ ALPHABET LEARNING LOCKS
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our learning locks help kids recognize uppercase and
lowercase letters, build alphabet skills and more! Kids simply
choose a key and match it to the letter and picture on the
lock—when they make a successful match, the key will turn,
and the lock will open for instant reinforcement! You get
26 locks and 26 keys; locks are 3 1⁄4" tall.
49.99

Front

Back

HEAD START

Match the letters on
the locks and keys
to open the locks!

Rockets feature the uppercase and
PP185 ■ LAKESHORE
lowercase letter—plus 4 images!
ALPHABET ROCKETS
Alphabet skills are ready for liftoff—with hands-on rockets that
make language practice a blast! Each double-sided rocket
features 3 easy-fitting pieces that show the upper- and lowercase letter, plus 4 pictures that represent the letter sound.
Kids just match up the pieces to build each rocket—boosting
letter recognition and exploring letter sounds as they play!
26 durable plastic rockets (for a total of 78 pieces); rockets
are 5" tall.
59.99

LIGHT TABLE TRACING TILES
Writing skills shine as kids trace with our colorful
tiles! Children simply place a translucent tile onto a
light table or panel, lay a piece of paper on top…
and start tracing. As students form each upperand
lowercase
letter,
simple
word
or
adorable picture, they practice printing, explore
letter sounds and boost vocabulary! Each set
includes 26 tiles, 26 dividers, a storage box and a
guide. Tiles measure 4 1⁄2" x 5 1⁄8". Light panel sold
separately.
LL806 ■ Alphabet Tracing Tiles
39.99
LL807 ■ Simple Words Tracing Tiles 39.99
TB490 ■ Tabletop Light Panel
Plastic panel has a 13" x 17 1⁄2" illuminated surface
and rubber feet to hold it firmly in place; includes an
AC adaptor.
179.00

LC113 ■ LETTER CRAYONS WORD BUILDING CENTER
Here’s a colorful way to introduce simple words! Kids choose
a card with a CVC word on one side and a matching image on
the other…then snap the letter crayons into a crayon box to
spell the word one letter at a time. Includes four 4" plastic
crayon boxes, 32 plastic crayons and 24 cards—enough for
up to 4 kids at once!
29.99

TT811 ■ DOUBLE-SIDED MAGNETIC LETTER TILES
Our colorful alphabet tiles stick together from every side—for a fun
way to build language skills! Translucent tiles feature an uppercase
letter on one side and the corresponding lowercase letter on the
other, so kids can connect them to sequence the alphabet, build
words and more!
48 durable plastic tiles in
4 colors with safe built-in magnets. Tiles are 1 3⁄4" square.
59.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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RA377 ■ BUILDING LITERACY PAPERBACK LIBRARY
Inspire children to become successful, enthusiastic readers
with this treasury of books that instills a love of words!
Featuring everything from engaging illustrations to imaginative
text, these kid favorites are perfect for introducing early
readers to beginning sounds, new vocabulary words, rhyming
and more! Library includes 12 paperback books.
98.50

RA534 ■ PREDICTABLE TEXT PAPERBACK LIBRARY
Each book in this delightful collection features predictable,
repetitive text that makes it easy for children to follow along…
and guess what comes next! The library includes a variety of
texts specially selected just for beginners—from simple picture
books to fun, cumulative rhymes that children will enjoy again
and again. You get a set of 15 paperback books.
119.50

LA955X ■ LAKESHORE STORYTELLING KITS
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* These delightful
kits are packed with all the cloth characters and props you need to
bring 6 children’s stories to life! Ideal for use with hook & loopreceptive surfaces, the kits include all the stuffed cotton pieces
needed to tell the story, featuring charming stitched-on and printed
details. Set of all 6 kits shown. Hardcover books not included.
199.00

56

LC403 ■ ALL-IN-ONE
MAGNETIC WRITING CENTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our all-in-one center invites kids to draw, spell, explore the
alphabet and more! The center features a magnetic write &
wipe board that’s double-sided for double the work space—
plus a built-in storage compartment packed with all the
supplies kids need, including 48 magnetic letters, 3 write &
wipe markers and a write & wipe eraser. Durable plastic
center measures 12 1⁄2" x 18".
29.99

AA773 ■ BLANK HARDCOVER BOOK
Ideal for artwork, journals, story writing and more! Our
9 3⁄4" x 9 3⁄4" blank book features a hardcover binding to keep
students’ creations safe, plus art-quality paper that’s perfect for
crayons, markers and paint. There’s even a preprinted title page
for kids to fill in…and a cover that’s great for use with contact
paper or collage materials! Hardcover book is 20 pages.
4.29

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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Sub-Domains:
■
■
■
■

Counting and Cardinality
Operations and Algebraic Thinking
Measurement
Geometry and Spatial Sense

Match the
numbers on the
locks and keys to
open the locks!

LC127 ■ UNLOCK IT!
NUMBER MATCH
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
These corresponding keys and locks give children hands-on
practice with number recognition, matching and counting from
1 to 20—while building motor skills! Children simply match the
number on a key to the number word and stars on a lock. If the
numbers match, the key will turn—and the lock will open for
instant reinforcement!
Includes 20 plastic locks and
20 matching keys; locks measure 3 1⁄4".
39.99

HEAD START

MATHEMATICS
DEVELOPMENT

DD561 ■ LAKESHORE COUNTING CONES
Our hands-on cones make counting practice a real treat!
Kids simply snap the first scoop onto a number cone…then
easily nest additional scoops on top to match the numeral
printed on the cone—for frustration-free exploration of numbers and quantities through 10! Set comes with 55 ice cream
scoops—enough to complete all 10 cones at once. Plastic
cones measure 2".
29.99

LL495 ■ COUNTING CARS
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Kids take their math skills for a spin—with handson counting cars that really roll! Kids just grab a
car…look at the numeral and number word…and
count out the matching number of passengers
into the “seats.” Plus, each car fits exactly
1-10 passengers, so the set is self-correcting—for
no-fail practice! 10 durable plastic cars with rotating
wheels and 60 passengers that snap securely in
place; largest car is 81⁄8" long.
49.99

Shown: Ladybugs Box

RR945 ■ LAKESHORE COUNTING BOXES - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Our activity-filled
boxes each have 10 picture mats labeled with numbers 1-10, plus
tons of manipulatives that belong in each picture. Kids just count out
manipulatives to match the number printed on the mat—and
instantly complete each scene! 10 boxes—each with 10 mats, over
55 manipulatives and a guide—in a 20" metal rack.
249.00

Each box is also avail. sep.
RR937 ■ Apple Tree
RR916 ■ Treasure Chest
RR939 ■ Airplanes
RR938 ■ Candy Jar
RR971 ■ Frogs

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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DD190X ■ NUTS ABOUT MATH! COMPLETE SET
Boost early math skills—with nuts and bolts
kids can’t wait to get their hands on! Children
just choose a bolt and twist on the nuts,
matching numbers to quantities through
10, creating patterns or sorting by color—and
building fine motor skills as they learn. Plus,
the molded plastic nuts and bolts feature a
quick-release design, so it’s a cinch to remove
the nuts and start again! You get 3 sets, each
with 6-10 bolts and 48-60 nuts; largest bolt
measures 7 1⁄2".
89.99

58

EE478 ■ FLIP & SOLVE
COMPARING NUMBERS BOARD
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Kids flip their way to math mastery! The 9" x 11" board has
attached wooden tiles kids turn over to visualize and solve
problems. Simply select a card, place it in the holder…then
flip the tiles to compare quantities of berries! Includes 25 selfchecking activity cards with answers on back.
27.99

EE476 ■ FLIP & SOLVE
ADDITION BOARD
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Kids flip their way to math mastery! The 9" x 11" board has
attached wooden tiles kids turn over to visualize and solve
problems. Simply select a card, place it in the holder…then
flip the tiles to add bananas! Includes 25 self-checking activity cards with answers on back.
27.99

HH967 ■ POP & ADD TO 20 GAME
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Here’s a perfect
way to add excitement to math practice! Our fun-to-play game
prompts children to use dice poppers to create an addition
problem with a sum up to 20, then place the matching number of
apples on the write & wipe game board. To solve the problem,
kids just count the apples, then write the answer on the board.
When children are done, they simply wipe the board clean—then
pop the dice again to create tons of new problems! Game includes
2 poppers, an 11" x 131⁄2" board and 25 counters.
29.99

TT364 ■ SIMPLE ADDITION MAGNETIC ACTIVITY TIN
Math skills really stick with our all-in-one magnetic math tin—
where the lid becomes the activity board! Children just lift the
magnetic lid off the sturdy storage tin, flip it over and place
one of 15 different activity mats inside. Then they use the
easy-grip magnets to fill in the blanks…and get hands-on
practice with adding objects! You get an activity tin, 15 mats
and 20 magnets; tin is 8 3⁄4" x 10 3⁄4".
34.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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HEAD START

TT283 ■ SIMPLE SUBTRACTION INSTANT LEARNING
CENTER CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Kids get hands-on practice with subtraction using our instant
center! It has step-by-step instructions that kids can easily
follow: Just set out the materials…then use activity mats and
counters to subtract quantities and numbers! Materials for up
to 4 children—4 mats with flip number cards, 40 counters, an
instruction chart and a write & wipe assessment card. 39.99

TT284 ■ MEASUREMENT INSTANT LEARNING
CENTER CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our ready-to-use center makes measurement practice a snap
for up to 4 students at once! Just use the activity mats,
measurement manipulatives and “real-world” items to practice
measurement skills! You get 8 mats and 24 measurement
items, 64 measurement manipulatives, an instruction chart,
plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card.
39.99

HH463 ■ PATTERNING & SORTING FOLDER GAME
LIBRARY CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our library comes with everything students need to play
10 patterning and sorting games—no prep required! Children
grab one of the 10 color-coded folders and a set of game
tiles…follow 3-step instructions…then check their answers!
With a storage box. Folders are 91⁄4" x 115⁄8".
39.99

DD743 ■ HANDS-ON PATTERNING TRAY
Our tray
gives children tons of patterning practice! Students just place
counters in the handy molded compartments to explore
patterning hands on…and keep the pieces in place as they
work! Tray is 10 3⁄4" x 141⁄4". Counters sold separately. 12.99
LC1653 ■ FUN FRUIT COUNTERS
CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.* Our big jar
contains 144 plastic counters in 6 varieties and colors; each is
approximately 3⁄8"-2" long. With an activity guide.
26.99

GG610X ■ TOUCH & MATCH MATH CARDS COMPLETE SET
Math practice meets tactile exploration—with super-cute match-ups
children can’t wait to get their hands on! Kids just select a textured picture card & touch each animal as they count to 20, add within 20 or
compare numbers to 10…then find the matching number or symbol to
show their answer! All 3 sets, each with 40 self-checking match-ups in
4 leveled pockets, plus an activity guide; pockets are 4" x 9 3⁄4". 85.00
Each set is also available separately.
Each 29.99
GG617 ■ Counting (Shown.)
GG618 ■ Simple Addition
GG619 ■ Comparing Numbers

Shown: Counting

Students touch the textured
pictures as they count!
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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TT265X ■ FINE MOTOR MATH CENTERS - COMPLETE SET CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Our hands-on math centers invite children to pattern, sort and measure with the help of
super-cute wildlife friends! Kids simply use the adorable, easy-grip tweezers to pick up and place leaves,
berries and bamboo stalks on the corresponding activity cards, developing math skills and fine motor control
as they go. Perfect for small groups, each center comes with 6 double-sided activity cards, 60 manipulatives
and 2 tweezers. You get 3 centers; activity cards are 6" x 12 1⁄4".
79.99
Each center is also available separately.
TT264 ■ Measurement
27.99
TT263 ■ Sorting
27.99
TT262 ■ Patterning 27.99

RA683 ■ MATH LINKS
CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* These
sturdy plastic links snap together
with ease! Set of 500, in 4 colors.
Each link measures 15⁄8". 16.99

RA529 ■ LINKING CUBES
CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Durable
plastic cubes link together any way
children like! Set of 150 cubes in
10 colors; each cube is 3⁄4". 19.99

Counting

Easy-grip tweezers
are perfect for little hands!

TT625 ■ PEG NUMBER BOARDS
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Kids fit pegs into the number boards, developing
important counting skills and learning to
associate numbers with quantities. Set includes
ten 4" x 8" foam rubber boards and 60 big,
easy-grip plastic pegs.
39.99

Patterning

Simple Addition

TT290X ■ IT’S A SNAP! MATH CENTERS - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* What better way to introduce counting, patterning
and simple addition than with our hands-on boards and clips that build early math skills—in a snap!
Children simply grab a preprinted activity board, then attach the clips to match numbers to quantities,
complete colorful patterns and more! Set includes all 3 centers below, each with 20 durable plastic
boards and 60-72 plastic clips. Boards measure 5 1⁄2".
85.00

60

Each center is also available separately.
TT294 ■ Counting 29.99 TT295 ■ Patterning

29.99

TT293 ■ Simple Addition

29.99 Clips snap right onto the boards!

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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HEAD START

LL407

LL443

LL418

LL440X ■ LAKESHORE
MEASUREMENT CENTERS - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Students get an
instant, visual grasp of beginning measurement concepts—as
they conduct simple investigations with our hands-on centers!
Each center includes 24 activity cards with illustrated instructions
that are just right for beginners…plus all the tools children need
to complete each activity—from comparing weights to measuring

FA219 ■ BIG TAPE MEASURE This jumbosize tape measure is perfect for classroom use! It
features tough plastic tape, an easy-grip handle
and a fun, windup design children will love to use.
Extra-large tape measure features inch and
centimeter marks up to 63".
12.99

pencils, tables and more! Plus, as students complete each
engaging activity, they explore concepts like heavy and light,
more and less, length and width, and much more. All 3 centers,
each with a 9" wooden card stand.
139.00
Each center is also available separately.
LL407 ■ How Much Does It Weigh?
49.99
LL418 ■ How Much Does It Hold?
49.99
LL443 ■ How Long Is It?
39.99

RR414 ■ ALL-PURPOSE CLASSROOM BALANCE
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Our versatile balance has
buckets with removable lids, so you can fill them with hard-to-measure
items or place objects on top! Ideal for measuring liquids, small objects like
weights and pebbles, or larger objects, the removable buckets are fully
washable. Tough plastic balance is 15"; includes an activity guide. 19.99

PP949 ■ POSITIONAL WORDS RESOURCE BOX
Children learn to recognize and understand positional words—as they move cute
manipulatives into one position after the next! You get 4 pairs of manipulatives,
plus 24 cards with rebus-style instructions. Kids just follow the instructions to
move the objects into place, and then flip the cards over to check their work.
With each move, kids boost their understanding of positional words…and
strengthen their ability to give and follow directions! Bear is 31⁄2".
29.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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DA910

DA334
TH4530

JJ779 ■ BUTTON SORTING CENTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Students sort these bright, chunky buttons by a variety of
attributes…giving them focused, hands-on practice with
concepts like big and small, geometric shapes, counting and
more! Our ready-to-use center includes 120 plastic buttons
and 15 different activity mats…students just place the buttons
onto each mat to sort by size, shape, color and number of
holes. Mats are 10" x 13"; with activity ideas.
39.99

PATTERN BLOCKS
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Young children can use our easy-to-handle blocks
for patterning, counting and problem solving…
while more advanced students can use the blocks
to explore early geometry concepts. Choose from
2 block sets listed below.
DA910 ■ Plastic Pattern Blocks
Set of 250 blocks in a tub.
24.99
DA334 ■ Wooden Pattern Blocks
Set of 250 blocks in a tub.
26.99
TH4530 ■ Pattern Blocks Design Cards
You get 20 laminated, 8 1 ⁄ 2 " x 11" cards that
gradually progress in difficulty, helping children
explore patterning, properties of shapes, symmetry
and more.
16.99

EE329 ■ MAGNETIC PATTERN BLOCK BUILDERS
With magnets built right into the edges, our easy-connect
pattern blocks encourage hours of creative building fun! These
colorful, translucent blocks come in a variety of fascinating
shapes kids love to mix and match. Powerful magnetic edges
help the blocks stick together from many sides and angles,
making it easy for kids to build up and out. Best of all, as
children explore and create, they get a hands-on introduction to
geometry! Set of 46 durable plastic blocks in 6 shapes and
6 colors. Hexagon measures 31⁄2" wide.
49.99

TT361 ■ SHAPES MAGNETIC ACTIVITY TIN
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Math skills
really stick with our all-in-one magnetic math tin—where the
lid becomes the activity board! Children just lift the magnetic
lid off the sturdy storage tin, flip it over and place one of
15 different activity mats inside. Then they use the easy-grip
magnets to fill in the blanks…and get hands-on practice
identifying shapes and attributes, matching shapes to real-life
objects and more. You get an activity tin, 15 mats and
12 magnets; tin is 8 3⁄4" x 10 3⁄4".
34.99

62
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SCIENTIFIC
REASONING

Sub-Domains:
■

Scientific Inquiry
Reasoning and Problem-Solving

Shown: Reptiles

HH590X ■ HANDS-ON SCIENCE
SPECIMEN CENTERS
As kids
explore our specimens, they feel like real
scientists! Students use the magnifier in
each center to investigate 5 specimens—
from a peacock feather to a replica iguana
skull. Then they explore 51⁄2" x 7" cards to
learn more…as they study photos on front &
facts on back! Plus, each center focuses on
a different animal class…so kids learn to
identify attributes of each one. 5 centers,
each with 5 real or replica specimens,
5 cards, a magnifier and a guide. 179.00
Each center is also available separately.
HH584 ■ Reptiles (Shown.) 36.99
HH580 ■ Mammals
36.99
HH583 ■ Sea Life
36.99
HH585 ■ Insects
36.99
HH582 ■ Birds
36.99

HEAD START

■

TT549 ■ LAKESHORE
MAGNIFIER CENTER
Our heavy-duty magnifiers are
designed just for children! They
feature thick quality lenses that
magnify without distorting…and
sturdy plastic frames with chunky
handles that students can really get
a grip on. Plus, the 6 magnifiers
come in a hardwood center, so they
are always within reach.
Each
magnifier measures 8".
79.99
WD984 ■ MAGNETIC WANDS SET OF 12
Kids will be amazed at what these
super-strong magnets can do! The
easy-grip plastic wands have a
powerful magnet safely sealed
inside…kids just grab the handle to
explore attraction and repulsion with
a variety of classroom objects—or
with other wands! Magnetic wands
measure 8".
29.99

BA109 ■ SEE-INSIDE BUCKET
BALANCE
Our super-versatile
balance gives children a clear view of
science in action! Each removable,
see-inside bucket holds both liquids
and solids…so students can observe,
weigh and compare water, rocks,
feathers and more. The durable
plastic balance is 151⁄2" wide. 19.99

TT910X ■ EASY-VIEW SCIENCE SPECIMENS - COMPLETE SET Our durable, easy-view specimens provide a
fascinating look at plant and animal life! Each set includes 4 specimens encased in rugged, lightweight acrylic…with the
name of each specimen silkscreened right on it for easy identification. You get all 5 specimen sets shown; each comes
complete with a teacher’s guide. Butterfly specimen is 3" x 3".
259.00

Plants

Sea Life

Life Cycle

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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HH506 ■ WHAT’S
THE SOUND?
MYSTERY
CAPSULES
Students explore their
sense of hearing with
Shake and listen!
Twist to reveal!
our peekaboo capsules!
Kids just give one of the durable plastic capsules a shake,
guess what’s making the sound, then twist the capsule and
look through a safe acrylic window to reveal the mystery
objects hidden inside! Set of 8 capsules; each measures 31⁄2".
29.99

Plants

64

GR242 ■ SEE IT GROW PLANT LAB
Seeds grow right before your eyes! You get three 43⁄4" plexiglas
greenhouses containing a nontoxic gel that accelerates growth
and gives children a clear view of the roots. The gel contains
all the nutrients the plants need—no watering required!
Includes all you need for 3 plants.
29.99

TT691 ■ FIVE SENSES INSTANT LEARNING CENTER
Kids get a solid grasp of the 5 senses—with a hands-on
center that’s ready to use! It has everything children need to
build skills independently: Just set out the materials and
introduce the activity…then children explore the 5 senses at
their own pace—as they sort photo images onto their activity
mats! You get materials for up to 4 children—including a
double-sided chart with picture instructions…so nonreaders
can participate. With 60 photo cards, 4 sorting mats, plus a
write & wipe assessment card.
39.99

PP540X ■ LIVING THINGS
MAGNETIC ACTIVITY TINS
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Fascinating science concepts come to life
with our all-in-one activity tins…where the lid
becomes the work space! Simply place an
activity mat on the inside of the magnetic lid
and use the corresponding magnets to discover the life cycles of plants, compare
insects and spiders, sort animals by their
features…and more! Set of 3 activity tins,
each with 8 activity mats, 30 magnetic manipulatives and an activity guide…plus an answer
card for instant reinforcement!
99.50

EA211 ■ EASY-VIEW CLASSROOM AQUARIUM
A classroom-safe, low-maintenance aquarium with everything you
need—just add water and fish! 16" aquarium gives a crystal-clear
view from every angle, and curved sides magnify fish for up-close
observation. 8-gallon acrylic tank includes a filter, a pump, a lowScorpion
& Spiders
voltage light,
water conditioner
and ceramic gravel.
159.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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Textured on one side—showing
how friction slows the balls down!

Friction

Flow

Speed

AA898 ■
ROLL &
RACE!
ACTIVITY RAMP
Watch kids explore
STEM—with a 2-lane activity
ramp that brings concepts to
life! Children just place a textured
path on each side of the divided
wooden ramp…then compare how
the different textures affect rolling
objects. Great for toy vehicles, balls
and more.
Includes ramp and
6 rugged plastic paths. Ramp is
16" long. Cars not included. 59.99

Shown: Magnets Kit

HH225X ■ CAN DO!
SCIENCE DISCOVERY KITS - COMPLETE SET
 CHOKING HAZARD (1,2,3). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our ready-to-use kits invite children to discover color,
light, magnetism and more! Each kit comes with
6 photo activity cards that let students conduct
experiments on their own…plus everything you need
for each activity—from ramps and balls to shakers
and bells. Complete set includes 6 kits.
149.00

Sink & Float

FS244 ■ KID-SIZED BINOCULARS - SET OF 6
Children explore their surroundings with our fun-to-use binoculars!
Each pair of binoculars has 3X magnification and a neck strap with
a safe breakaway closure. Set includes 6 pairs of plastic binoculars
in 3 colors; each pair measures 41⁄4".
49.99

Separation

Currents

Viscosity/
Gravity

LM615 ■ LAKESHORE LIQUID DISCOVERY TUBES
Children just shake, turn, flip or tilt our tubes to watch gravity
in action, observe how liquids separate, view water currents,
learn about buoyancy, and more! Set includes 4 leakproof
plastic tubes. Each tube measures 5".
79.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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AA531 ■ LAKESHORE MOTION DISCOVERY TUBES
Each tube is designed to showcase a different aspect of
motion—children simply flip the tubes and watch as the angle of
a track determines the speed
of the balls…the size of a funnel controls the flow of the
beads…and the smoothness
of the track controls how fast
or slow the balls move through
the tube! Children will love flipping the tubes again and again—
discovering the magic of motion!
You get a set of 3 permanently
sealed tubes; each tube is
13 1⁄2" long.
39.99

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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PERCEPTUAL, MOTOR, AND
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
JJ374 ■ KEEP IT
SAFE! TRAFFIC
SIGNS
CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*
These easy-to-read, allweather plastic signs are
a cinch to set up…you
can even fill the bases
with sand or water to
keep them extra-stable.
Set of 6, each approx.
31" tall. Easy assembly.
89.99

Sub-Domains:
■
■
■

Gross Motor
Fine Motor
Health, Safety,
and Nutrition

LA154 ■ LAKESHORE SCHOOL
TRIKE (3-6 years)
This classic trike is designed for
superior stability, yet it’s easy to
pedal! Plus, it has a contoured seat
and concealed hardware for safety.
291⁄2" long; seat is 131⁄2" high.
Guaranteed for 5 years. Simple
assembly.
239.00
CS417 ■ Small/Child
Safety Helmet
19.99

Thick, no-slip vinyl mats stay in place as kids play!

66

RA191 ■ BEGINNER’S BALANCE BEAMS
Our 3 sturdy plastic beams easily connect to 4 big bases—
forming a stable walkway that’s just 3 1⁄2" off the ground!
Plus, the 32" beams have a textured surface that keeps kids
from slipping…and they connect at any angle!
149.00

GG735 ■ LET’S GET MOVING! ACTIVITY MATS
Children skip, squat and stretch their way to coordination and
fitness! You get 15 no-slip vinyl mats featuring 15 illustrated
activities—perfect for indoor and outdoor games, music
and movement, and more. Mats measure 9" x 9".
49.99

LL479 ■ JUMBO LOG BUILDERS
These giant log
builders are perfect for making cabins, corrals and more! Our
rugged indoor-outdoor builders have a realistic wood look but
are made of heavy-duty plastic built to withstand the toughest
classroom use. You get 42 notch-together builders—including
roof pieces and logs. Large log is 22" in length.
329.00

LL258 ■ GIANT NUMBER STEPPING-STONES Watch
kids step from 1 to 20…building number recognition, counting
skills and coordination with every stride! Each rugged stone
has a number on top and a nonskid surface on bottom for safe
play indoors and out. 20 plastic stones in 3 different colors
and 2 heights. Tall stones are 8" x 9" x 5" high.
239.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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Sensory Noodles

HEAD START

Sensory Beads

Sensory Balls

LC353 ■ WOODEN BOAT ROCKER
Imaginative and active play meet with our
Turn over to use as a
two-in-one rocker that builds coordinawalking bridge!
tion and motor skills! On one side, it’s a
boat that 2-4 kids can rock back and forth. Turn it over, and it’s
a bridge—with stairs on either side so children can step their
way into action! Tip-proof birch rocker is 46"w x 23 1⁄2"d x 11"h.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Comes assembled.
249.00

PP385X ■ WASHABLE SENSORY PLAY MATERIALS COMPLETE SET CHOKING HAZARD (1,2).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Kids love to explore tactile sense with our
textured play materials! You get 10 lb. of sensory beads,
1,500 sensory noodles and 1,100 sensory balls. All materials are
made of washable plastic. Tubs sold sep. below.
179.00
PP273 ■ Sensory Tubs - Set of 3
Each tub measures 16 3⁄4" x 12 1⁄4" x 6" high.
29.99

LC4206 ■ RAINBOW SCHOOL PARACHUTE - 12'
Our rugged parachute encourages cooperative play! When
children make the parachute billow, they strengthen shoulder,
arm and hand muscles, refine motor skills and develop a
sense of rhythm. Tough, lightweight nylon parachute has
10 reinforced handholds. Comes in a drawstring bag. 59.99

FF518 ■ LET’S GET MOVING! NUMBERS & COUNTING
KIT
Everything you need to get kids moving, learning and
exploring numbers 1-10! Kit includes 10 nonslip mats, 5 vinyl balls
and 2 foam dice, all printed with numbers or movements like
skipping, hopping and touching toes. You also get 6 game cards
with activities that boost number skills! Dice are 4".
59.99

PP716 ■ TILT & TURN LIQUID SENSORY WINDOWS
Kids tilt and turn our liquid-filled sensory windows to guide balls
into horseshoes…around pegs…or through the wave maze!
With chunky, easy-grip handles, the windows are perfect for
small hands to hold and control—helping children boost fine
motor skills and concentration as they play. Set includes
3 durable plastic windows; each is 5 1⁄2" x 8 3⁄8".
49.99

LL108 ■ TWEEZER TONGS COLOR SORTING KIT
 CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.* Build fine
motor control, sorting skills and eye/hand coordination—
with our color sorting kit! Kids simply grip the tweezer tongs
like a pencil, then grab and sort the balls into the tubes—
building the muscle control and coordination to begin writing! With 50 rubber balls in 5 colors, a pair of 6" tweezer
tongs and an 8 1⁄4" tray with 5 removable tubes.
24.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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EE600X ■ FEED-THE-ANIMALS FINE MOTOR GAMES COMPLETE SET  CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* These games feature silly animals with
giant mouths…plus fun-to-use tweezers! Kids just grab pretend treats and drop them into the mouths…fine-tuning motor
skills with every bite! 3 games, each with an animal, a container, tweezers and 30 manipulatives. Bunny is 6 1⁄2". 79.99

LL426 ■ SQUEEZE, SCOOP &
COUNT ICE CREAM SHOP
 CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for
under 3 yrs.* Make counting practice
a treat! Kids count 1-10 while adding
scoops of “ice cream” to a bananasplit counting tray. Includes a ball
storage container, 2 counting trays,
2 scoops, 30 foam ice cream balls
and a guide. Trays are 11 1⁄4". 19.99

68

PP838 ■ SNAP-BOTS  CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Kids mix & match parts in 9 fun shapes
to make their own robots! Our durable wooden builders feature easy-snap connections that help children sharpen fine
motor skills as they create up to 6 bots at once—practicing
shape recognition and open-ended building as they go!
36 builders; largest is 2 3⁄4".
39.99

FD117 ■ INDESTRUCTIBLE
GIANT BEADS & PATTERNS
 CHOKING HAZARD (2). Not for
under 3 yrs.* Our beads come in
5 shapes and 4 colors—with extra-big
holes for no-fail lacing! Plus, they’re
made of unbreakable plastic for years
of use. You get 68 beads and
16 double-sided cards in a tub, with
10 laces. Cubes are 1 3⁄8".
39.99

LL453 ■ SEE-INSIDE
MAGNETIC BLOCKS
Our blocks are translucent on all
sides—giving kids an up-close view
of magnetism! As children build, they
see embedded magnets flip to create
a solid connection every time…
whether constructing upward or side
to side. 36 plastic blocks in 2 shapes
and 6 colors; blocks are 1 3⁄8". 79.99

PP190 ■
LAKESHORE PRESCHOOL
PUZZLE LIBRARY WITH RACK
This incredibly vibrant collection of
adorably illustrated puzzles is sure to be
a hit in any preschool classroom! Our
library includes 24 high-quality wooden
puzzles that range in difficulty, featuring
5 to 12 chunky pieces—so they’re
perfect for beginning to advancing
students! Children simply piece
together each kid-pleasing scene,
improving spatial awareness, developing
motor skills and building logical thinking
skills as they play! 9" x 12" puzzles
have safe rounded corners…plus names
and piece counts printed on the side. In
a 25 1⁄4"w x 8"d x 10 1⁄2"h rack. 259.00
*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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AA330X ■ DRESSING FRAMES - COMPLETE SET
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Our frames
encourage beginners to practice dressing skills and develop
finger dexterity! The lightweight, hardwood frames have extralarge snaps, buttons and more, so they’re perfect for little
hands…plus, they have double-sewn covers for years of use.
Both sets shown; six 9" x 11" frames. Each in a pouch. 69.99

LA176 ■ HELP-YOURSELF PITCHERS - SET OF 6
Children practice serving themselves…with easy-pour
pitchers sized just for them! Our plastic pitchers feature nosplash spouts for easy pouring—plus secure snap-on tops for
quick storage. Set of 6 dishwasher-safe pitchers; each is 6 1⁄2"
tall. Cup not included.
27.99

DD975 ■ NUTRITION INSTANT LEARNING CENTER
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Designed
for up to 4 children to use at once, our center has everything
kids need to build nutrition skills! Set out the materials,
introduce the activity…and let kids explore healthy eating!
4 sorting mats, 20 food pieces, food group spinner,
instruction chart and write & wipe assessment card. 39.99

FF948 ■ HEALTH & SAFETY THEME BOX
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
From a stethoscope and safety signs to play food and a
sorting center, our theme box is packed with materials that
help kids explore health and safety in depth! Plus, you get a
guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum
areas—from math to dramatic play. Everything comes in an
easy-to-store plastic tub.
69.99
RE987 ■ Health & Safety Theme Book Library
Set of 5 paperback books. (Not shown.)
40.50

LA888 ■ LEARN TO BRUSH
DEMONSTRATION KIT
Demonstrate good oral hygiene with
our jumbo teeth and toothbrush! The
plastic teeth are hinged, so toothbrush
bristles can
clean all teeth.
Teeth measure
6 1⁄ 4" a c r o s s ;
tooth brush is
141⁄2". Includes
a guide on
brushing. 39.99

LA936 ■ HYGIENIC TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER FOR 10
Store toothbrushes in a clean, protective environment! Our clear acrylic holder has room
for 10 brushes, plus space to add labels with children’s names. 17 1⁄2" rack keeps water
from puddling; with supplies for hanging. Toothbrushes not included.
59.99
LA934 ■ Screen Cover for
Toothbrush Holder for 10 Bug-proof,
washable nylon screen features an open
weave to allow drying. (Not shown.) 14.99
LA935 ■ HYGIENIC TOOTHBRUSH
HOLDER FOR 12
Acrylic holder is
8 1⁄ 4" x 21". With supplies for hanging.
(Not shown.)
69.99
LA933 ■ Screen Cover for
Toothbrush Holder for 12 Same as the
cover above (LA934), but designed to fit
LA935. (Not shown.)
16.99

Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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LC240X n COMFY STOOLS - SET OF 3
Our comfy, compact seats are a great addition to
reading nooks, group tables, desks & more! Plus,
they’re made with wipe-clean rugged vinyl that makes
care a cinch. Set of 3 seats in 3 colors; each seat is
15 1⁄2" in diameter and 14" high.
529.00

LC574 n JUMBO TEARDROP BEANBAG SEAT
Our beanbag provides cozy, flexible seating! The seat features an
extra-high back and molds to the body’s contour for the ultimate
comfort and support…plus, the seat has a wipe-clean vinyl cover that
includes a stitch-closed zipper to keep the polystyrene beads inside.
Measures 36"w x 34"h. Specify color: orange, green or blue. 199.00

SE731 n SENSORY RINGS
 CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Touch ’em, twist ’em, squeeze ’em—our flexible, nubby
rings are perfect for stress relief and sensory & tactile
stimulation! Plus, the rings strengthen hand muscles
and develop fine motor skills—while focusing. Set of
6 dishwasher-safe rubber rings in 6 colors; each is
approx. 41⁄4".
16.99

PP504 n GEL-BEAD SENSORY SHAPES
Experience shapes, colors and textures at the same time—right in your
own hands! Each squeezable vinyl shape is filled with colorful gel
beads that engage the senses—perfect for keeping fidgety fingers
busy and building fine motor skills. Our 8-piece set highlights 4 fun
shapes—each in a different vibrant color. Square is 5" x 5".
29.99

LL169 n
CARRY-ALL
TEACHER’S
CADDY
Pockets for essential supplies…plus
a roomy interior
for larger items!
Our
rugged,
8-pocket caddy
goes anywhere
and
keeps
teaching supplies
organized
and
accessible. Plus, it has rugged canvas construction with
a reinforced bottom and easy-tote handles. Caddy
measures a big 12 3⁄4"l x 5 3⁄4"w x 8"h. Supplies not
included.
24.99

XC341 n
CLASSROOM
LAMINATING MACHINE
Laminate just about anything…neatly,
quickly and easily! Our electric machine is
super-simple to use: Just place your item
in a laminating pouch and feed it right
through! Laminates posterboard or paper
up to 11" wide.
Machine measures
181⁄2"l x 61⁄2"w x 31⁄2"h. Laminating pouches
not included.
129.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “safety key,” see page 2.
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Complete Classrooms®

Design, Delivery & Installation by Lakeshore
Meet with our experts.

Show us your space—and we’ll work within your budget to create
the ideal classroom!

Design your room.

Our design experts will create a custom 3-D layout that brings
your space to life!

Leave the rest to us.

We unload, assemble the furniture and set up all the materials—
taking care of every detail from start to finish!

Contact us to get started!

• Phone: (800) 421-5354
• E-mail: sales@lakeshorelearning.com
• Online: lakeshorelearning.com/classroom
Complete Classrooms service is provided for orders of $20,000 or more that ship to a single location
in the contiguous United States. Depending on delivery location, additional charges may apply.
Prices are subject to change. Please check our website for the most up-to-date pricing.
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3 Ways
to Order
1

Order by phone toll free:

(800) 778-4456

Mon.-Fri. 6 am-6 pm & Sat. 7 am-3:30 pm, PT

©2022 Lakeshore MKTG115-22 (2997616)

Order online:

Find even more products in our
2022 Early Childhood catalog!

2 LakeshoreLearning.com/
resources/head-start

3

Call or visit our website to request a copy.

Order by fax toll free:

(800) 537-5403
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Prices are subject to change. Please check
our website for the most up-to-date pricing.

2022

Visit a store
near you!
Find your nearest location at
LakeshoreLearning.com/Stores

2
0
2
2

infants & toddlers • preschool
• kindergarten • special
needs

Connect with us!

#Learn with
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